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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

FOOD INNOVATION NETWORK 

The SeaTac-Tukwila Food Innovation Network (FIN) is comprised of community organizations, local 
governments, educational institutions and business partners who meet regularly to advance a common 
food and economic opportunity agenda.  FIN’s aim is to facilitate the development of a business 
incubator/ training facility in SeaTac or Tukwila.  

PROJECT GOAL 

The primary goal for FIN’s incubator project is to increase household income through net business 
income as a means of improving the health and well-being of low and moderate income residents in 
SeaTac and Tukwila.  A kitchen incubator facility would facilitate this by lowering barriers to 
entrepreneurship and supporting business profitability and growth.  

STUDY OBJECTIVE 

The primary objective of this Phase I Feasibility study is to understand entrepreneur needs and assess 
demand for an incubator.  The insights from this assessment will be used to refine the project concept 
for a Phase II analysis of financial feasibility.   

ENTREPRENEUR INSIGHTS 

Based on insights from community outreach, most of the entrepreneurs interested in participating in 
the incubation program are likely to be women with families who come from diverse backgrounds and 
live in low-income households.  A large share are immigrant and/or minority entrepreneurs and roughly 
half prefer to communicate in a language other than English.   

The majority of interested entrepreneurs have previous experience in the food industry and are 
interested in growing a full-time food business. They make a variety of ethnic and specialty food 
products and are predominantly interested in selling baked goods, catered meals or packaged foods 
directly to local customers. These entrepreneurs are motivated by a passion for food, market 
opportunities, and an interest in improving their financial circumstances. Many also see demand in their 
communities and in the region for diverse food products and have an interest in bringing people 
together through food.  They bring many assets to their businesses, including unique food products, 
connections with potential customers, and a strong work ethic. 

ENTREPRENEUR CHALLENGES 

Entrepreneurs with limited financial resources, especially those with language barriers and 
undocumented immigration status, face many challenges in starting a business.  They report that 
financial hurdles, including a lack of startup capital and lack of credit, are their greatest concerns.  They 
also struggle to find affordable kitchen space and report that commercial kitchen rentals are too 
expensive.  Many are finding it difficult to navigate the licensing, permitting and tax requirements 
needed to operate a formal business.  And some are needing to gain business management skills, 
English language skills, and work experience before they can start their businesses.  
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SERVICES AND SUPPORTS 

Entrepreneurs who participated in this study are seeking help understanding how to start a business.  
They are interested in classes, one-on-one assistance and mentorship opportunities.  Getting help 
accessing capital, learning to write a business plan, and applying for permits and licenses were their top 
assistance requests. Food industry guidance in areas such as product development, marketing, food 
safety and culinary skills, was also important to them. 

There are a number of service providers offering pre-incubation/business planning, workforce training 
and financial services in the region.  However, clients appear to have barriers accessing many of these 
services and more research should be done to understand these barriers. FINs outreach to the 
community and collaborative engagement with service providers appears to be strengthening local 
service offerings and coordination.  To address client needs and define the incubator’s role in the 
entrepreneurial ecosystem, FIN should seek to evaluate barriers, improve service coordination, and 
expand food industry-specific technical assistance and market opportunities.  

MARKET DEMAND 

Market conditions suggest there is sufficient demand to support the development of a medium sized 
shared kitchen incubator facility in the South King County area. Overall, King County has seen growth in 
the food sector in recent years with an expansion of food processing, food service establishments, 
mobile food units, and shared commercial kitchen rentals. National food industry trends are favorable to 
the continued growth of small, local and international food businesses. Market rate demand is projected 
to be moderate based upon the level of entrepreneurial activity and the limited supply of shared 
commercial kitchen space in South King County.   

A high level of interest in food entrepreneurship among low income, immigrant and refugee residents in 
the area indicates there is considerable need for subsidized rate kitchen space. Local residents with 
limited assets face high barriers to starting and growing businesses and would benefit from the access to 
capital, education, support and market opportunities an incubator can provide. Given the hurdles these 
clients face, the overall program size is anticipated to be moderate and it will likely take time for many 
entrepreneurs to launch their businesses and for the program to be fully utilized. Program financial 
sustainability will require a combination of revenue streams and funding supports given the high 
support needs and lower rental rates expected. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

FINs investment in client outreach, stakeholder development, and collaborative planning provides a 
strong foundation for an incubation program to be successful.  Significant groundwork and partnership 
development has already been completed in support of an incubator. Future stakeholder development 
should aim to deepen relationships with the business community and grow food industry participation 
in the FIN network.  With the insights from this study, FIN can now undertake the next phase of business 
model development and facility planning. In this planning, FIN should focus on exploring potential 
partnerships and identifying the leadership and management team for the project. This will help clarify 
the project vision and refine the facility requirements so financial feasibility can be evaluated. With this 
planning, FIN is expected to be in a strong position to cultivate development partnerships and capital 
funding to launch a program. 
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BACKGROUND 

 
Food Innovation Network (FIN) of SeaTac and Tukwila is a community initiative that seeks to improve 
health outcomes and economic opportunities through culturally-appropriate, community-based 
solutions. The goal of the Food Innovation Network (FIN) is “to address health and income disparities 
through facilitating growth in the local food sector by creating jobs and entrepreneurship opportunities 
in the SeaTac and Tukwila communities.”1   

The Network was formed after member organizations became aware of a strong community interest in 
food entrepreneurship and food industry employment among low-income, immigrant and/or refugee 
residents in SeaTac and Tukwila. In response to this interest, the network was organized in 2013 with a 
vision of developing a Food Innovation District and food business incubator in SeaTac or Tukwila. Its aim 
is to “create a business cluster environment that spurs local and regional food system development and 
economic self-sufficiency while improving access to fresh, local food in a community with clear interest 
and deep cultural and culinary assets to contribute.”2 

Today the SeaTac-Tukwila Food Innovation Network (FIN) is comprised of community organizations, 
local governments, educational institutions and business partners who meet regularly to advance a 
common food and economic opportunity agenda. As a network, FIN focuses on engagement and 
collaboration with the community and its member organizations.  Organizations currently participating 
in FIN include: 

 Global to Local (Network Convener) 
 City of SeaTac 
 Express Credit Union 
 Forterra 
 Highline College- StartZone and Urban Agriculture Program 
 Public Health – Seattle and King County 
 Lifelong Aids Alliance- Chicken Soup Brigade 
 Lutheran Community Services- Angle Lake Family Resource Center 
 Pinchot University- Center for Inclusive Entrepreneurship 
 Project Feast 
 Swedish Health Services 
 Ventures (formerly Washington CASH) 
 YMCA of Greater Seattle 

FIN is not incorporated but currently operates through a steering committee and working group 
structure under the sponsorship of a network convener, Global to Local. Its collective efforts are 
supported by the help of a few staff and consultants, with funding from several local foundations, 
including the Seattle Foundation’s Communities of Opportunity Initiative. In addition to this support, 
FIN’s work is strengthened by its engagement with the local community through a network of 
Community Food Advocates, organized by Global to Local. The work of this diverse outreach team has 
contributed to FIN’s awareness of community needs and enhanced its ability to conduct outreach in 
culturally-inclusive ways. For this study, the Community Food Advocates and member service providers 
played a central role in gathering surveys and focus group participants for engagement efforts.  The 
Community Food Advocates, Steering Committee Members and Working Group Members that 
contributed to this study are listed in Appendix I. 

                                                                   
1 Food Innovation Network, Food Innovation Network website.  (11/2015).   
2 Food Innovation Network, Food Innovation Network website.  

http://www.globaltolocal.org/fin/
http://www.globaltolocal.org/fin/
http://www.globaltolocal.org/fin/
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PROJECT VISION 

 
A primary aim of FIN’s work is to facilitate the development of a business incubator/ training facility in 
SeaTac or Tukwila. This multi-purpose facility is envisioned as a shared commercial kitchen that offers 
production and classroom space for small food businesses and workforce training programs. Programs 
and support services, delivered in culturally and linguistically inclusive ways, are seen as integral parts of 
the incubator. Additionally, FIN members would like the facility to support health promotion and 
community building activities through events such as healthy cooking classes and community dinners.  

The project’s vision is rooted in a Food Innovation District (FID) approach to food systems development.  
Using a cluster strategy, FIDs emphasize the co-location of several food and community resources that 
together support community revitalization and food system development. Michigan State University’s 
Center for Regional Food Systems study, Food Innovation Districts: An Economic Gardening Tool, defines 
a FID as “a geographic concentration of food-oriented businesses, services, and community activities 
that local governments support through planning and economic development initiatives in order to 
promote a positive business environment, spur regional food system development, and increase access 
to local food.”  

Some of the components of FIN’s FID vision have included the development of a retail marketplace, a 
co-packing facility, a community/child care center, and an urban farm/community garden.  While these 
components remain aspirations for the group, the immediate project focus has narrowed to developing 
a kitchen incubator facility as a first step toward this larger vision. A kitchen incubator would capitalize 
on the community’s strong interest in entrepreneurship and serve as a base of operations for other 
Food Innovation efforts.    
 

FOOD BUSINESS INCUBATION 

 
In general, food business incubators, also known as kitchen incubators, are shared kitchen facilities that 
provide affordable production and storage space along with supportive business services for food 
entrepreneurs.  Like private shared commercial kitchens, kitchen incubators allow small food 
businesses, such as caterers, bakers, food truck operators and small-scale food processors, to rent 
kitchen time on a part-time basis, thus reducing the investment and risks involved in launching a food 
business.  

Incubators are distinguished from shared kitchens by the business support services they offer client 
companies. Through individualized support and market connections, incubators aim to improve the 
success rate of new businesses and accelerate their growth into job creating enterprises. The 
International Business Innovation Association, the industry association for incubation programs, 
describes the role of incubators this way: 

“Business incubators nurture the development of entrepreneurial companies, helping them 
survive and grow during the start-up period, when they are most vulnerable. These programs 
provide their client companies with business support services and resources tailored to young 
firms. The most common goals of incubation programs are creating jobs in a community, 
enhancing a community’s entrepreneurial climate, retaining businesses in a community, building 
or accelerating growth in a local industry, and diversifying local economies.” 

Business incubation, particularly food business incubation, is a young and evolving industry.  Incubators 
are part of a wide spectrum of entrepreneurial supports, such as accelerators, coworking spaces, 
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university labs and commercialization programs, small business development centers, and social 
enterprises, which contribute to the innovation environment in a region.  
 

STAKEHOLDER GOALS 

 
The primary goal for FIN’s incubator project is to increase household income through net business 
income as a means of improving the health and well-being of residents in SeaTac and Tukwila.  A kitchen 
incubator facility would facilitate this by lowering barriers to entrepreneurship and supporting business 
profitability and growth.  

The incubator project is part of a larger community well-being strategy that also aims to increase access 
to healthy, local foods and improve health outcomes in the community.  The Results Based 
Accountability Framework FIN developed for its work identifies three key community benefit outcomes: 

1. All people thrive economically. 
2. In FIN’s target geography, there are durable social, economic and political systems and 

structures, formal and informal, through which people benefit from and contribute to a sense of 
community. 

3. All people are physically and mentally healthy.3 

To further clarify the community goals of the project for this study, the consultant met with the Steering 
Committee to discuss the desired community outcomes. The project goals are still being refined in 
response to the needs and opportunities in the community but in general, the key goals for the project 
are to: 

1. Increase the number of locally-owned food establishments  
2. Build a food business cluster (expansion of business activity in all parts of the food supply chain) 

that grows new businesses and attracts food businesses and suppliers to the area 
3. Expand the number of jobs in the food sector 
4. Expand the availability of healthy food 
5. Increase the market for, and utilization of, locally grown foods 
6. Increase resident access to locally grown foods  
7. Increase the supply of ethnic and cultural foods serving local communities 

OPERATIONAL GOALS 

Discussions with the FIN Steering Committee identified initial parameters for program operations that 
help inform the assessment and recommendations provided in this study.  These include the target 
population to be served, the program service area, and the graduation and financial sustainability goals 
of the incubator. 

Target Population/Customer: FIN’s priority is to serve the area’s diverse low- and moderate-income 
entrepreneurs who have fewer resources with which to start a business. These residents include 
immigrant, refugee and native-born entrepreneurs living in South King County. The vision is to give 
priority to low- and moderate-income clients and design services to help them overcome barriers.  
However, the program would not necessarily exclude clients with higher incomes from utilizing the 
kitchen facility. Tiered rate structures and/or a prioritization of space and usage times are some possible 
strategies for structuring program access. 

                                                                   
3 Food Innovation Network, “Results Based Accountability Framework”, 9/13/15 
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Service Area: Due to the community need and limited resources in SeaTac and Tukwila, FIN’s priority is 
to serve the residents of these cities. There is also some interest in serving the surrounding South 
County cities and parts of South Seattle if these areas are not adequately being served by existing or 
planned resources.  A larger service area may also be considered if it would provide greater financial 
support to the program. 

Graduation Goals: FIN believes that client businesses should be expected to graduate out of the facility 
over a reasonable period of time to allow more entrepreneurs to benefit from the resource.  This means 
the kitchen would focus on supporting growth-oriented businesses.   

Retaining Graduate Businesses: Stakeholders are focused on improving opportunities for local residents 
to bring money back to their households in SeaTac and Tukwila.  Their interest in retaining businesses in 
SeaTac or Tukwila after graduation is secondary to the primary aim of improving income generation 
opportunities for local families.   

Community Role: FIN continues to be interested in the co-location of the facility with other related uses, 
such as a marketplace or community facility.  The aim is to create economic synergies and a gathering 
place for the area’s diverse communities. Community kitchen uses, such as community dinners and 
nutrition and cooking classes, are desired to enhance the facility’s role in serving the community at 
large. 

Financial Sustainability: The project aims to be financially self-sustaining within a reasonable period of 
time, although the Network recognizes that some services are likely to need grant or donation support.  
The hope is that market rate and fee-generating services can help support subsidized programs for 
lower income participants.  While specific financial sustainability goals have not been defined, the aim is 
to have ongoing operational costs covered by revenue generating sources so fundraising can support 
programs and services.  Since a location has not yet been determined it is not clear whether the facility 
will be responsible for ongoing rent payments.  
 

STUDY OBJECTIVE AND APPROACH 

 
FIN selected the business incubator as a cornerstone of its Food Innovation effort and has undertaken 
this study to inform the development of a facility and related programs.  The objective of the study is to 
evaluate the market demand, viability and general facility requirements for a food-business incubator 
consisting of a shared-use commercial kitchen and entrepreneur support services. 

To facilitate decision-making on the project, while also keeping pace with emerging opportunities, the 
team designed the feasibility study to be completed in two phases. The primary objective of this Phase I 
study is to understand entrepreneur needs and assess demand for an incubator.  The insights from this 
assessment will then be used to refine the project concept for a Phase II analysis of financial feasibility.   

This Phase I study seeks to: 

1. Gather insights into the characteristics and needs of low- and moderate-income entrepreneurs 
in the SeaTac and Tukwila area. 

2. Assess the level of entrepreneurial activity and the demand for a facility and incubation services. 
3. Evaluate the local market for shared commercial kitchen space in South King County.   
4. Provide recommendations for strategic decision-making. 

This Phase I study does not provide a financial feasibility determination. The aim is to offer a market-
based assessment of the prospects for an incubator in order to inform facility and program planning. If 
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FIN moves forward with Phase II, the next step will be to refine the business model and facility plan and 
evaluate the project’s financial feasibility. 
 

RESEARCH APPROACH 

 
Prior to beginning this study, FIN’s Community Engagement Consultant, Njambi Gishuru, and the 
Community Food Advocates completed significant outreach into the entrepreneurial interests of the 
community. This study sought to build upon that by gathering the collective insights from FIN members 
and previous community outreach and expand on them through additional outreach. These insights 
were then paired with industry research and market-based analysis about demand to develop 
recommendations for program and facility development.  

In addition to several meetings with the FIN Steering Committee and Working Groups, 18 interviews 
were conducted for this study with stakeholder organizations, microenterprise/business training service 
providers, local government staff, and community and public health agencies. A list of the individuals 
interviewed is provided in Appendix I. 

Direct feedback was gathered from prospective incubation program participants through focus groups 
and surveys.  The FIN network and Community Food Advocates collected 80 surveys from aspiring food 
entrepreneurs and 10 from existing small food business owners.  The survey questions are provided in 
Appendix II.  Additionally, 58 surveys were collected from individuals interested in finding work 
opportunities in the food sector. With the help of Community Food Advocates and service providers, FIN 
held 7 facilitated focus group discussions that engaged approximately 45 aspiring food entrepreneurs 
and job seekers. The focus groups were conducted at 2 engagements events held on September 15th and 
September 19th, 2015 at the Tukwila Community Center. Appendix III provides additional information 
about the topics discussed in the focus group sessions. 

Additionally, local business activity and trends were assessed through local market data research. An 
analysis of the supply of shared kitchen space was conducted by identifying and surveying existing 
kitchen facilities.  Market demand for new space was evaluated by analyzing shared commercial kitchen 
utilization and food industry growth trends in the region. Program information from incubation 
programs with similar goals was gathered to benchmark findings and identify best practices in the 
kitchen incubation industry. 
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ENTREPRENEURIAL RESEARCH 

 
FIN outreach has identified a strong interest in food entrepreneurship in South King County, particularly 
among women in the many immigrant communities living in SeaTac and Tukwila.  Because less is 
understood about low-income, women and immigrant and minority entrepreneurs in the US, a research 
summary is offered here along with examples of incubators designed to serve the needs of these 
entrepreneurs. 
 

IMMIGRANT AND MINORITY ENTREPRENEURSHIP  

 
Immigrant entrepreneurs have been a central part of the American story and they continue to be 
important contributors to the growth of the US economy.  According to the Kauffman Foundation, 
immigrants are almost twice as likely as native-born Americans to start a business. The share of those 
starting businesses that are immigrants has increased in the last decade and a quarter of all new 
entrepreneurs were immigrants in 2013.4  Nearly one in ten Latinos was engaged in entrepreneurship in 
2012, despite the immigration barriers and limited access to capital faced by the Latino community.5 
Driven by both population increases and a rising rate of entrepreneurship, the number of Latino 
entrepreneurs in the US has tripled in the past 20 years.6 Overall, while the number of minority-owned 
businesses has increased, minority-owned businesses have yet to achieve parity with non-minority 
businesses in terms of business participation rates or business revenues.7  

Immigrant and minority entrepreneurs often provide vital goods and services to underserved 
communities and play an important role in community vitality. However, immigrant entrepreneurs are 
also more likely to be low-income and face greater challenges in sustaining and growing their 
businesses8.  Fully nine-in-ten immigrant entrepreneurs in the US are low-income entrepreneurs.9  
Research has found that immigrant and minority entrepreneurs are more likely to lack assets, be denied 
business loans10 and utilize credit cards to fund their businesses.11 The Kauffman Foundation’s review of 
the research concluded that “evidence indicates that Blacks and Hispanics do not lag behind whites in 
their rates of self-employment entry nearly as dramatically as they lag behind whites in their self-
employment business size, profitability, and survival rates, especially in the first few years.”12 

 
 

                                                                   
4 Fairle, Robert. Index of Entrepreneurship, Kauffman Foundation, (4/2014). 
5 Fetsch, Emily. “Left Behind? The New Generation of Latino Entrepreneurs”, Kauffman Foundation Growthology 
Blog, (4/3/2015). 
6 Fetsch, Emily. (4/3/2015). 
7 Mijid, Nara, William Brandford, and E.J Reedy. “State of the Field: Race” Kauffman Foundation, (3/2008)  
Langston, Ronald. Characteristics of Minority Businesses and Entrepreneurs, US Department of Commerce, 
Minority Business Development Agency, (3/2008). 
US Department of Commerce, Minority Business Development Agency, The State of Minority Business. 
8 Mijid, Nara, William Brandford, and E.J Reedy. “State of the Field: Race” Kauffman Foundation, (3/2008). 
9 Emily Fetsch, “Left Behind? The New Generation of Latino Entrepreneurs”, Kauffman Foundation Growthology 
Blog, (4/3/2015). 
10 Mijid, Nara, William Brandford, and E.J Reedy. “State of the Field: Race” Kauffman Foundation, (3/2008). 
11 Langston, Ronald. Characteristics of Minority Businesses and Entrepreneurs, US Department of Commerce, 
Minority Business Development Agency, (3/2008). 
12 Mijid, Nara, William Brandford, and E.J Reedy. “State of the Field: Race” Kauffman Foundation, (3/2008). 

http://www.kauffman.org/blogs/growthology/2015/04/the-new-generation-of-latino-entrepreneurs
http://sotf.kauffman.org/Entrepreneurship/Background-of-Entrepreneurs/Demographics/Race
http://sotf.kauffman.org/Entrepreneurship/Background-of-Entrepreneurs/Demographics/Race%20,
http://www.kauffman.org/blogs/growthology/2015/04/the-new-generation-of-latino-entrepreneurs
http://sotf.kauffman.org/Entrepreneurship/Background-of-Entrepreneurs/Demographics/Race%20,
http://sotf.kauffman.org/Entrepreneurship/Background-of-Entrepreneurs/Demographics/Race%20,
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WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS 

 
Women have traditionally had lower rates of entrepreneurship than their male counterparts and 
women are substantially less likely to start businesses each month than men.13  Women owned firms 
now account for roughly a third of all businesses in the US.14  Notably, women of color have greater 
entrepreneurship participation rates than women overall. 59% of African American businesses and 44% 
of Hispanic businesses are owned by women.15 Minority businesses owned by women are also 
increasing at higher rates than their male counterparts. The number of businesses owned by African 
American women has increased at 3.5 times the rate of increase of African American male owned 
businesses and Latina owned business are increasing at twice the rate of their male counterparts.16 

Like minority businesses, women owned businesses are more likely to be small and nearly 9 out of 10 
are sole proprietorships.17 Just 2% of women owned companies have 10 or more employees, compared 
to 4% of all businesses.18 In Washington, 44% of self-employed workers are women and Washington is 
fourth in the nation for the share of its self-employed workers who are women.19   

Smaller business size contributes to lower revenue and profitability among women owned firms. 
Women owned businesses account for roughly 4% of all business receipts, a share that has been 
declining slightly over the last 20 years. Like minority and immigrant businesses, women owned business 
also struggle with access to capital and are more reliant on personal rather than external sources of 
financing.20  Women entrepreneurs may also be hindered by a lack of mentors and gender-based 
stereotypes about entrepreneurship. A recent study found that women are less likely to self-identify as 
entrepreneurs and more likely to call themselves small business owners.21 
 

MODEL INCUBATION APPROACHES 

 
A number of programs around the country have been established to improve the outcomes for low-
income-, women-, minority- and/or immigrant-owned businesses. These programs seek to reduce 
barriers, accelerate growth, and strengthen the capacity of small business owners.  In the food sector, 
several model incubators have been created that target their support to immigrant, refugee and low-
income entrepreneurs.  These programs and facilities provide low-cost production space, business 
support services, and market opportunities for minority- and women-owned food businesses to 
graduate into sustainable, independent operations that create jobs for their communities.  

                                                                   
13 Fairlie, Robert. Index of Entrepreneurial Activity, 1996-2013, Kauffman Foundation, (4/2014). 
14 Fetsch, Emily. “Women of Color in Entrepreneurship: New SBO Data and What it Means for the Economy”, 
Kauffman Foundation (2015)  
15 Fetsch, Emily. (2015) 
16 Fetsch, Emily. (2015) 
17 Kauffman Foundation, website infographic based on the book A Rising Tide. 
18 US Chamber of Commerce, Center for Women in Business, Women in Business: Carving a New American 
Business Landscape (2014). 
19 US Chamber of Commerce, Center for Women in Business, Women in Business: Carving a New American 
Business Landscape (2014). 
20 Robb, Alica, Susan Coleman and Dane Stangler. Kauffman Foundation, Sources of Economic Hope (11/2014). 
21 Watkins, Karren and Banu Ozkazanc-Pan, Susan Clark Muntean, Yasuyuki Motayama.  Support Organizations and 
Remediating the Gender Gap in Entrepreneurship Ecosystems: A Case Study of St. Louis. University of Pennsylvania. 
(11/2015) 

http://www.kauffman.org/blogs/growthology/2015/09/women-of-color-in-entrepreneurship-new-sbo-data-and-what-it-means-for-the-economy
http://www.kauffman.org/multimedia/infographics/2012/a-rising-tide
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La Cocina: A leading example in the incubation industry is La Cocina, a kitchen incubator in San 
Francisco, CA.  The program currently serves 36 businesses and has graduated 15 into independent brick 
and mortar operations.  The program predominantly serves low-asset entrepreneurs, most of whom are 
women immigrants or persons of color. The aim of the program is to move clients from informal 
“income patching” sales activities to long term asset generation.  This is done by helping businesses 
formalize and scale operations. The program offers subsidized kitchen space, branding assistance, 
business advising, access to capital, and market opportunities.  Roughly 60% of La Cocina’s budget 
comes from program revenues, which include kitchen rentals, events and product sales.22 

Hot Bread Kitchen: Hot Bread Kitchen in New York City is a successful program that provides economic 
opportunities to low-income, immigrant and minority individuals through a blend of workforce and 
entrepreneurship programs.  Hot Bread Kitchen has helped to grow 120 businesses that have created 
200 jobs in the community. The kitchen offers 10 work stations, subsidized rates, business support, 
market access and networking opportunities.  The workforce training program provides on-the-job, paid 
culinary training that is supported by retail sales of multi-ethnic breads.  67% of Hot Bread Kitchen’s 
annual operating budget comes from product sales and kitchen rental revenue.23   

Spice Kitchen: Spice Kitchen in Salt Lake City is a recently established program that was founded by the 
International Rescue Committee in partnership with Salt Lake County to serve refugee entrepreneurs.  
Like FIN, the project was sparked by interest among entrepreneurs in starting food businesses.  Modeled 
after La Cocina, Spice Kitchen’s program offers subsidized kitchen space, food-specific technical 
assistance, and market opportunities such as catering referrals and a farmers market booth.  
 

LOCAL ENTREPRENEUR OUTREACH 

 
Considerable outreach has been done by FIN to understand the aspirations and needs of the low and 
moderate income entrepreneurs interested in starting a food business in South King County.  Prior to 
this study, Community Engagement Consultant, Njambi Gishuru, led an outreach effort that engaged 
342 low-income immigrant residents to gauge interest in food business incubation.  Outreach was 
conducted at a variety of venues, including religious centers, community centers, ESL programs, 
community events.  

Of the 342 reached, 189 residents of SeaTac and Tukwila were interested in the kitchen incubator idea.  
Roughly 20% of those reached, a total of 66 entrepreneurs, already operate a formal or informal food 
business from their homes or from a rental kitchen.  Others reported their launch had been hampered 
by the lack of affordable commercial kitchen space. 
 

STUDY OUTREACH 

 
For this study, 148 surveys were collected from prospective incubator or workforce training participants 
that aspire to own a food business, currently own a food business, or are seeking work in the food 
industry.  The surveys were posted online and collected through the help of service providers and 
community advocates, primarily in the cities of SeaTac and Tukwila. The surveys found that surrounding 
cities in South King County, including Kent, Burien, Renton and Federal Way, also have a significant 
number of residents that are looking to start a food business.  

                                                                   
22 La Cocina. 2014 Annual Report (2015). 
23 Hot Bread Kitchen. “Who We Are”, hotbreadkitchen.org, (2015) 

https://hotbreadkitchen.org/who-we-are/
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In addition to surveys, focus groups and service provider interviews provided additional insights that 
helped illuminate the interests and needs of prospective incubator participants.  These conversations 
and stories highlighted some of the shared circumstances and common hurdles faced by prospective 
incubator clients.  Given the considerable diversity of backgrounds and business interests of the client 
population, no uniform profile emerged from the outreach. Instead, outreach confirmed there was 
interest among entrepreneurs of all backgrounds, including immigrant and non-immigrant, minority and 
non-minority entrepreneurs. As a result, this report is not able to summarize the full spectrum of 
entrepreneur characteristics, but rather, seeks to highlight common experiences and important 
distinctions that have implications for project planning. 
 

ENTREPRENEUR CHARACTERISTICS 

 
FIN outreach indicates that the majority of future program participants would likely be women with 
families who come from diverse backgrounds and live in very low-income households.  According to the 
FIN survey, the majority of interested entrepreneurs have previous experience in the food industry and 
are interested in growing a full-time food business. A short exploration of these common characteristics 
follows. 

Prospective Participants Come from Diverse Backgrounds  

Prospective program participants reflect the diversity of the population of SeaTac and Tukwila and South 
King County in general.  Residents of these cities come from a plurality of racial, ethnic, and cultural 
backgrounds and over one-third of residents are foreign born. Figure I provides a profile of the diversity 
of the SeaTac and Tukwila communities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Language preference responses from the FIN survey suggest that a large share of interested 
entrepreneurs are recent immigrants from a variety of different countries throughout the world.  
Approximately 50% of survey respondents prefer to communicate in a language other than English.  This 

RACIAL AND ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF SEATAC AND TUKWILA 

DEMOGRAPHIC SEATAC TUKWILA 

Total Population 28,126 19,920 

White 45.9% 43.9% 

African American/Black 16.8% 17.9% 

Asian 14.5% 19.0% 

Two or More Races 6% 6% 

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 3.6% 2.8% 

Native American/Alaska Native 1.5% 1.1% 

Hispanic 20.3% 17.5% 

Non-Hispanic White 39.5% 37.6% 

Foreign Born 35.7% 35.8% 

Figure 1: Racial and Ethnic Composition of SeaTac and Tukwila.   
Source: US Census Bureau, QuickFacts for SeaTac and Tukwila, ACS 2009-2013. 
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share is similar to the share of local households that speak a language other than English at home, 43.8% 
in SeaTac, and 50% in Tukwila.24   

The survey respondents listed 13 different languages/dialects as preferred languages. A number of 
African languages comprised the largest share followed by Spanish, French and Arabic. Service providers 
and community outreach workers have engaged an even greater diversity of local residents interested in 
food entrepreneurship, including those of Asian and European heritage.  Based on the outreach and 
survey, the program is expected to attract a diverse set of both native-born and immigrant participants 
of all backgrounds.   

Language barriers are likely to present a significant challenge for some immigrant entrepreneurs and 
assistance learning English was requested by roughly a quarter of survey respondents.  Given the 
diversity of languages spoken, it will be difficult for the program to offer in-house interpretation and 
translation services to all clients. English language classes, translation services, mentors and Community 
Food Advocates will be important resources for supporting entrepreneurs with limited English skills. 

Prospective Participants are Predominantly Women  

Nearly three-quarters of survey respondents (64) were women, which is notable since nationally the 
rate of women who start businesses is considerably lower than that of men. 25  Women-owned firms 
were less than 30% of all businesses in the state of Washington in 2007.26  83% of survey respondents 
looking for jobs in the food sector were also women, suggesting that surveyed women may be more 
attracted to food-industry opportunities or may be struggling more to find economic opportunities. 
During outreach, women explained that they saw the food industry as more accessible to them because 
they have existing food preparation skills and experience. 

Most Prospective Participants are Living in Family-Sized Households 

The majority of survey respondents come from family-sized households.  Household size in South King 
County is generally larger than the state as a whole27 but household size for prospective clients is 
notably higher.  69% of survey respondents (60 total) live in households with 3 or more members and 
roughly half of these live in households with 4 or more members.  The ages and relationships of family 
members was not asked in the survey so these households may include children or adult extended 
family-members, or a combination of both.  Service providers have mentioned that many entrepreneurs 
in the target population have children and would benefit from onsite child care services. 

Prospective Participants Have Limited Household Incomes  

The survey showed a majority (60%) of those interested in starting a business currently work or have a 
job of some kind.  However, the incomes of most respondents was very limited.  Greater than 50% of 
respondents have incomes below $25,000 (43 total) and one-third had incomes below $15,000 (26).28  
Given the household size of respondents, many families interested in participating in an incubation 
program are currently living below the poverty line. It is worth noting that there was a high number of 

                                                                   
24 US Census Bureau, “Quick Facts” for SeaTac and Tukwila, ACS 2009-2013. 
25 Fairle, Robert. Index of Entrepreneurship, Kauffman Foundation, (4/2014). 
26 US Census Bureau, “Quick Facts” for SeaTac and Tukwila, 2007 Economic Census: Survey of Business Owners. 
27 Census “Quickfacts” for S. King County cities.  Washington’s average persons per household was 2.54 (ACS 2009-
2013). 
28 Pearce, Diana. Self-Sufficiency Standard for Washington State, Workforce Development Council of Seattle-King 
County (2014). 

http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/53/5362288.html
http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/53/5372625.html
http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/53/5362288.html
http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/53/5372625.html
http://www.selfsufficiencystandard.org/docs/Washington2014.pdf
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respondents who did not provide a response to this question – 27% skipped the question or selected 
“Not Sure”, which may indicate uncertainty or discomfort with disclosing income information.   

Prospective client incomes fall well below South King County median household incomes which are 
between $43,332 (Tukwila) and $59,799 (Des Moines). They also fall far short of South King County’s 
self-sufficiency standard, which measures the income necessary to meet all basic needs in an area, such 
as health care, transportation, food, childcare and housing.  The Standard for a one adult plus one 
preschooler household in South King County is $48,501, roughly 300% of the federal poverty level.29  The 
standard for two adults, one preschooler and one school-age child is $66,072, 277% of the federal 
poverty level. Feedback from outreach suggests that many prospective clients have limited job 
prospects and are interested in entrepreneurship as a pathway out of low-wage jobs in the service 
sector.   

 
INCOME AND POVERTY IN SEATAC AND TUKWILA 

 SEATAC TUKWILA 

Persons below poverty level 20.8% 25.4% 

Median household income $46,328 $43,331 

Figure 2: Median income and poverty rates for SeaTac and Tukwila. 
Source: US Census Bureau, QuickFacts for SeaTac and Tukwila, ACS 
2009-2013. 

 

Majority of Prospective Participants Have Food Industry Experience  

Experience in the food sector is a strength many of these entrepreneurs are bringing to their new 
enterprises.  64% of survey respondents have worked in the food industry in the US or another country 
in the past. Nearly two-thirds held jobs cooking or preparing food and 40% had experience serving food. 
Other food industry experience included cleaning/dishwashing (27%) and grocery store/retail food 
market experience (21%). (Note: respondents were able to select more than one answer so responses 
exceed 100%.) Roughly a third of those currently working have jobs in the food or beverage industry. 

                                                                   
29 Pearce, Diana. Self-Sufficiency Standard for Washington State, Table C-I, Workforce Development Council of 
Seattle-King County (2014).  

http://www.selfsufficiencystandard.org/docs/Washington2014.pdf
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Figure 3: Food Industry Experience among FIN Entrepreneur Survey Respondents. 
Source: FIN Food Business Owner Survey 7/2015. 
 

A significant share of survey respondents had business experience as well.  23%, a total of 14 
respondents, had owned a food business, and 10 currently own a business.  For those in business, the 
number of years in business was distributed between 1 to 10 years, with roughly one-third in business 
for 1 year or less, one third operating for 2-4 years, and the remaining third in business for 5-10 years.  
Interest among these existing businesses suggests there may also be demand for growth support 
services among local businesses. 

Entrepreneurs are Interested in a Variety of Business and Product Types 

The survey found that entrepreneurs are interested in starting or growing a variety of types of food 
businesses including bakeries, home-based food businesses, restaurants and cafes, mobile/food trucks 
and catering businesses. In the survey, clients were asked what kind of food business they were 
interested in as well as what products they make.  Each question was allowed up to three answers.  The 
most popular business types were bakery, home-based business, and restaurant, followed by food 
trucks and catering.  In general, the number of participants interested in wholesale and packaged food 
products was smaller than those interested in selling directly to consumers. As illustrated in Figure 4, 
baked goods were the most popular product type in the survey, followed by catered or delivered meals 
and wholesale/packaged foods. 
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What products are you interested in making and selling? 
 

Answer Options Percent Responses 

Baked goods/ Breads/ Cakes / Desserts 55.4% 46 

Catered or delivered meals 33.7% 28 

Wholesale packaged foods 20.5% 17 

Other (please specify) 20.5% 17 

Dried foods, mixes or spices 18.1% 15 

Canned, bottled or preserved foods (jams, sauces, pickles) 18.1% 15 

Frozen foods 14.5% 12 

Cheeses or other dairy products 7.2% 6 

Packaged meat or fish products 7.2% 6 

 
Figure 4: Products surveyed entrepreneurs are interested in making and selling.  Note: respondents were 
permitted to select up to three options. Total responses was 83. 
Source: FIN Food Business Owner Survey 7/2015. 

Previous outreach by FIN’s Community Engagement consultant also found at-home or cottage food 
businesses were the most popular for aspiring entrepreneurs.  Notably, earlier outreach found that food 
markets, including retail/grocery, organic/natural foods and ethnic food markets, were a close second 
with 8 entrepreneurs interested in owning a retail store.  Similar to the study survey findings, bakery, 
catering and food trucks were top business interests for entrepreneurs. 

Food business types vary considerably in terms of the capital required to launch, making some options 
more accessible to low-asset entrepreneurs than others. Brick and mortar food establishments and food 
trucks both require significant capital investment. La Cocina and Spice Kitchen often encourage clients to 
start with catering because it requires less startup capital and allows clients to grow sales with low 
overhead. The strong interest among entrepreneurs in selling direct to customers would support this 
approach in SeaTac and Tukwila. However, higher licensing fees and transportation barriers may make 
catering a challenge for some entrepreneurs in SeaTac and Tukwila. La Cocina and Spike Kitchen have 
found that establishing steady and recurring revenues can be a challenge with catering. As a result, La 
Cocina now takes an active role in helping businesses develop other sales opportunities, such as farmers 
market vending and business to business sales, in order to stabilize income and grow revenues.  
 

ENTREPRENEURIAL MOTIVATIONS AND ASSETS 

 
Feedback from focus groups and service provider interviews highlighted several common motivations 
among local food entrepreneurs.  These include a passion for food, perceived market opportunities, and 
financial goals.  

Passion: Food is a personal passion for many interested in starting a business.  In focus groups, 
participants said they love how food brings people together and how it makes people happy. Many have 
a love for cooking and feel it gives them a way to express themselves and their creativity. Others 
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commented on how food connects them to traditions and their cultures. For some, owning a food 
business or restaurant has been a life-long dream. 

Competitive Product and Market Opportunities: A great product or recipe that is superior to those on 
the market inspires many to want to start a business.  Immigrant entrepreneurs also see that there is an 
unmet demand for many traditional food products, such as traditional breads, traditional meals, special 
occasion dishes and halal meat. Some have started selling food informally in response to interest within 
their social networks. Others recognize there is a growing number of consumers interested in 
international foods and believe they can offer a unique product to the public at large.  

Experience: Food is an industry many entrepreneurs have experience or training in that they can use to 
start a business. Some respondents have owned food businesses in other countries, have worked in a 
business cooking or serving food or have completed some level of food training that has increased their 
skills and confidence. (See Majority of Prospective Participants Have Food Industry Experience section 
above for further discussion). 

Financial Goals: Starting a business is seen by many as a strategy for improving their financial 
circumstances and providing for their family’s needs.  Many households are actively seeking 
opportunities to generate additional income or find stable, living wage, job opportunities in their 
communities. Some also mentioned that self-employment and independence was an important goal. An 
interest in providing jobs to others in the community was also noted. 

Community Gathering Places: There is a desire to create gathering places, and “third spaces” in the 
community among a number of interested entrepreneurs. Restaurants and cafes were seen as places to 
connect with others in their communities, provide a safe space for young people to gather, build cultural 
pride and help encourage cultural exchange. 

Healthy Food Options: The need for affordable, fresh and healthy options and an interest in improving 
the health of their community is a strong driver for some entrepreneurs. Several entrepreneurs want to 
serve niche health markets such as gluten-free, vegetarian and vegan consumers. Others mentioned a 
desire to use wholesome ingredients that are free of preservatives and pesticides. An awareness that 
traditional foods can offer greater nutritional benefits compared to American fast-food or packaged 
foods was also expressed. 

These customer motivations provide insight in to the financial and social goals that entrepreneurs bring 
to their business. Understanding these goals provides an opportunity for FIN to align its program and 
facility development with entrepreneur aspirations. The entrepreneur interests expressed align well 
with stakeholder goals for the project and would generally be supported by an incubation model similar 
to La Cocina’s that helps entrepreneurs position their cultural food assets to be successful in the larger 
American market.  

The challenge will be in finding ways to support entrepreneurs who are driven by a desire to create 
restaurants and community gathering places in the community.  Helping these entrepreneurs establish 
sales channels that create a pathway toward that long term vision - such as popups, catering and 
mobile/ farmers markets opportunities – should be an aim. Creating an affiliates program that provides 
support to small brick and mortar food businesses outside the kitchen would be another strategy.  
Developing a cooperative retail opportunity or social enterprise similar to Hot Bread Kitchen’s bakery, 
would be another approach. Continued dialogue with entrepreneurs is recommended during program 
design to ensure the incubator serves the aspirations of these entrepreneurs.   
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STRENGTHS AND ASSETS 

Focus group discussions highlighted many assets that entrepreneurs bring to running a food business, 
including: 

 Unique and high quality food products 
 Awareness of market opportunities for their products and consumer trends 
 Awareness of the health benefits of their products and the value of promoting healthy foods 
 Customer interest and market connections within their communities  
 Resourcefulness 
 Determination  
 Strong work ethic  

When asked to reflect on their own strengths, focus group participants recognized both their practical 
skills and personal strengths.  They highlighted their customer service and marketing skills, their ability 
to make people feel at home and welcome, their business acumen and management skills, as well as 
their cooking skills and great recipes.  
 

ENTREPRENEUR CHALLENGES 

 
Study research and outreach uncovered several key barriers for entrepreneurs wanting to start 
businesses in South King County. These include financial challenges, licensing hurdles, commercial 
kitchen access and personal circumstances. The next two sections explore these challenges and the 
supports that can help address them. 

FINANCIAL CHALLENGES 

As discussed earlier, prospective participants are largely low- and moderate-income and they report that 
financial challenges are their greatest concern in starting a business.  The financial barriers include 
access to startup capital and loans, a lack of credit history and uncertainty about how to manage 
business finances.  Because of the prevalence of these financial hurdles, the next chapter is devoted to 
understanding these needs in greater detail. 

READINESS, EXPERIENCE AND STABILITY CHALLENGES 

A number of entrepreneurs recognized that starting a business would take time given their current 
circumstance and saw entrepreneurship as a long term goal. Some recent immigrant and refugee 
entrepreneurs expressed a need to learn English or develop additional skills first.  Service providers 
working with aspiring entrepreneurs that are refugees and immigrants mentioned that they often need 
to become more settled and achieve more personal stability before they feel ready to start a formal 
food business. Stability and readiness came up as a challenge for US born entrepreneurs struggling to 
recover from the recent recession or other personal hardships, such as disability. In general, readiness 
was a concern shared by clients and service providers.  Service providers report that the majority of 
their clients are likely to need a year or more of preincubation before being ready to enter incubation.   

During outreach a number of entrepreneurs expressed interest in gaining further work experience in 
preparation for launching their businesses. Some clients completed commercial kitchen training with 
Project Feast and others were interested but did not qualify for the program because they were not 
immigrants. The idea of paid apprenticeships and on the job training appealed to some who were 
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interested in working to earn money and gain experience before launching their business. Some also 
mentioned an interest in shadowing other business owners or having mentors they could learn from. 

FORMALIZATION AND GROWTH CHALLENGES 

FIN’s Community Engagement Consultant’s initial outreach found that aspiring immigrant entrepreneurs 
were unaware of the laws that limit food production in a home kitchen or require the use of a 
commercial kitchen.  Their outreach identified 25 entrepreneurs who were selling food out of a home 
kitchen informally.  Many of these people did not know how to apply for a food handler’s permit or a 
business license until the outreach began.  

It is not uncommon for food entrepreneurs of all backgrounds to start selling informally from home 
before deciding to endeavor into food as a formal business. Casual sales to friends, family and 
neighborhood customers often happen without licenses, permits or tax reporting and may not initially 
be seen as a business. Nonetheless, these activities generally run afoul of food safety regulations and tax 
laws.  A number of different motivations and barriers can lead entrepreneurs to start informally, 
including the desire or need to earn extra income, wanting to test the market before investing in a 
business, a lack of affordable commercial kitchen space, insufficient revenue to pay licensing and 
kitchen costs, and a discomfort with formal government processes.   

Service providers and outreach workers have been encouraging entrepreneurs to formalize by 
explaining the risks involved in operating informally and the opportunities that come with a legal 
business. As a result of this education, focus group participants, many of whom were referred by service 
providers and Community Food Advocates, were largely aware of the need to use a commercial kitchen 
or obtain a cottage food permit.  They expressed a need for a licensing solution and a sense of being 
stalled by the lack of affordable commercial kitchen space.   

The shortage of affordable rental kitchen space can make it difficult for entrepreneurs who want to 
formalize to take the leap. However, access to a commercial kitchen alone may not be enough for some 
entrepreneurs to take that step. For entrepreneurs operating with thin margins, small orders and/or 
sporadic sales, the convenience and affordability of working at home is an important advantage. Faced 
with additional costs and “red tape”, some entrepreneurs may not see the value in formalizing unless 
they also see prospects for growth. Therefore, the reputation of the incubator as an avenue for business 
growth is critical to attracting participation among informal entrepreneurs. By taking the time to 
understand entrepreneur motivations and needs, and by leveraging network partnerships to reduce 
barriers, FIN is in a strong position to create a program that supports business growth. 

There are positive indicators that entrepreneurs are interested in formal, growth oriented businesses. In 
focus groups, entrepreneurs expressed interest in getting licensed and in surveys the majority wanted to 
work in the business full time and grow it rather than keep it small.  In discussions, entrepreneurs were 
interested in getting help with permitting and tax reporting and mentioned feeling confused and 
intimidated by the requirements. 43% of survey respondents listed licensing and permitting issues as 
one of their top challenges, making it one of the most common issues facing entrepreneurs.  
Undocumented immigrant entrepreneurs face additional legal barriers to formalizing and are often 
hesitant to engage in formal paperwork out of fear of deportation.  Supporting clients through the 
formalization process has been an important feature of local microenterprise programs and would need 
to be a central part of preincubation/incubation services.  
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COMMERCIAL KITCHEN ACCESS  

Service providers report that the lack of affordable kitchen space in the area is making it difficult for 
those who want to start or formalize a business to do so. Survey respondents, focus group participants 
and service providers echoed the same challenges to finding affordable commercial kitchen space.  80% 
of survey respondents report they do not have access to a commercial kitchen. Access to a kitchen or 
facility was the second most common challenge facing entrepreneurs surveyed (46%). Focus group 
participants explained that existing commercial kitchens were too expensive and often required 
commitments of a month or more.  In some cases, the kitchens were too far away or difficult to access 
because of limited transportation options.   

Without an affordable, shared kitchen in their area, service providers have been looking for alternatives 
for their clients. Several have invested in workshops to assist entrepreneurs in submitting applications 
for Cottage Food Permits, which allow certain products to be produced in a home kitchen.  There has 
generally been strong interest in these workshops but most of the products participants make do not 
qualify for the permit. Providers have also been actively trying to find kitchen space for their clients by 
reaching out to other businesses and restaurants in the area to sublease space.  One provider was 
starting to help clients explore building separate kitchens in the garages or basements of their homes.   

Providers seemed determined to find solutions but confused by the layers of County, State, USDA and 
city requirements that impact their clients’ options. Licensing requirements can differ depending on the 
licensing body and the products involved.  This makes it difficult for entrepreneurs to know what’s 
possible and for providers to offer guidance. As a result, efforts to help food businesses formalize have 
had limited success and one provider described the process as a “dead end”.  This has spurred providers 
to advocate for a kitchen incubator facility. Their hope is that affordable kitchen space combined with 
support will create a pathway for these nascent entrepreneurs to formalize their food businesses.  

In response to the lack of affordable kitchen space, Ventures, a FIN partner, developed a virtual Food 
Incubator program utilizing a shared commercial kitchen in Seattle.  The program subsidizes kitchen 
rates for low and moderate-income entrepreneurs and offers a shared food truck that can be rented at 
an affordable daily rate.  Ventures also offers business classes, one-on-one support and financing 
programs to support clients. It appears that some service providers may not be aware of the program 
and additional outreach could help South County residents utilize this resource.  It is unclear if the 
Seattle kitchen would be accessible to all interested entrepreneurs in this study but it is a resources that 
should be maximized. FIN should also seek to learn from Venture’s experience in order to gather insights 
about demand and client needs. 

IMMIGRATION STATUS CHALLENGES 

As touched on already, undocumented immigration status can be a significant barrier for some 
entrepreneurs who otherwise have the drive to start businesses.  Some focus group participants 
reported that their lack of citizenship hampered their ability to start their business or limited their 
access to credit, loans and other services.  Service providers report that lack of citizenship can also 
discourage entrepreneurs from seeking help with their businesses. Their experience has shown that 
building trust in immigrant communities is vital for enabling undocumented entrepreneurs to feel safe 
accessing services.  Successful strategies that local service providers have utilized include hiring 
bicultural and bilingual staff, investing time in establishing connections with immigrant community 
leaders, advertising on Spanish-language radio, and reassuring clients of confidentiality.  Local service 
provider StartZone found that it took time to establish trust in the Latino community but once a 
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reputation was established, there was significant turnout for their Spanish language Cottage Food 
classes. Their classes drew 135 participants in three months and attracted entrepreneurs from as far 
away as Spokane. This suggests that Latino food entrepreneurs are currently underserved in the state 
and investments in outreach and trust-building could make a significant difference in program 
participation. 
 

FINANCIAL NEEDS 

 
Prospective clients have significant financial constraints and report access to startup capital as a top 
concern. Money was the most frequently named challenge among prospective clients. 72% of survey 
respondents cited not having enough money to start a business as one of their top 3 challenges. This is 
not surprising since clients with limited incomes can find it hard to save money to self-fund a business 
when household income is needed to meet essential needs.  More than a third of survey respondents 
requested help saving money and a third were interested in learning to budget. A large majority (88.5%) 
of survey respondents had established checking and savings accounts with banks or credit unions. 

More subtle concerns about economic instability both on a personal level and in the overall economy 
surfaced in discussions as well.  Service providers and focus group participants told stories of businesses 
that were closed or could not get off the ground due to unexpected financial challenges.  Other 
promising businesses found they could not weather the recent economic downturn or their owners 
traded the business for more stable job opportunities.  While these circumstances are shared by many 
entrepreneurs, those with fewer assets have less of a buffer to absorb unexpected expenses, 
fluctuations in sales, and gaps in cash flow.  As a result, low and moderate-income business owners face 
increased financial uncertainty in their operations.   

CAPITAL NEEDS 

To understand how best to support these entrepreneurs, it is helpful to summarize the different kinds of 
financial needs entrepreneurs may face.  While financial challenges vary depending on the products and 
sales channels, the general capital needs of businesses can be summarized into startup, cash flow and 
expansion categories.  Examples of these are: 

 Startup capital to pay fees and overhead expenses to start or formalize a business. 
 Startup capital to invest in necessary equipment, overhead, supplies and cost of goods sold to 

make the product. 
 Savings or lines of credit to manage cash flow needs, particularly when there is a delay between 

expenditures and revenues or when the business is expanding. 
 Capital and revenue to graduate into a brick and mortar space. 

Detailed discussion of these needs is beyond the scope of this study but this section seeks to provide 
insights into startup and cash flow needs to assist FIN partners in developing funding strategies 
accessible to these entrepreneurs. 

STARTUP EXPENSES 

Startup costs for new food businesses in King County can be hard to estimate because they vary 
significantly based on the product and sales channel of the business. Food trucks can require tens of 
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thousands of dollars of initial investments while a special order cake business might only need a couple 
thousand dollars to get started.  

To launch formally, businesses need adequate capital to pay for fees and permits as well as to purchase 
initial ingredients, packaging and supplies. They also need to pay for overhead expenses such as liability 
insurance, which can run hundreds of dollars per year. The kitchen rental itself can cost a business 
hundreds to thousands per month, depending on rates and usage.  Marketing and communication 
expenses, such as branding, web design, ecommerce fees, and advertising expenses can run thousands 
of dollars in the first couple years. Some businesses can limit marketing expenditures initially but 
business growth generally requires investment in branding and marketing sooner or later.  Additional 
management costs can include bookkeeping, accounting and legal advising, if the business does not 
have access to free or low-cost services in the community.  

Fees and permits are gateway expenses for food businesses to produce in a legal matter so it is helpful 
to understand the scope of these expenses. Currently the fees for a business in SeaTac or Tukwila vary 
from approximately $190-$1,500, depending on the business type, food products, and licensing body 
involved.  Food licenses can vary from approximately $90 to $1,000 dollars annually, depending on the 
business type and agency.  Local business licenses vary from $67 to $250 annually, depending on the 
jurisdiction and number of employees.  To get a better picture of how these fees breakdown by license 
type and jurisdiction, consult the list in Appendix IV.   

LOANS 

Microfinance organizations have shown that access to small loans can have a positive impact on 
microbusinesses that may not otherwise have access to loans. These programs offer small loans with 
favorable terms to entrepreneurs that are not well-served by traditional business loans.  These loans 
may be a good option for some entrepreneurs surveyed.  Surveys found that 44% of respondents are 
interesting in learning how to get a loan or line of credit. Existing microlending programs would likely 
serve some of their needs, however, it appears many prospective entrepreneurs are not aware of these 
options. Nearly 40% said they hadn’t applied for a loan because they don’t know where or how to get 
one. In the FIN survey, only 8 people had applied for a loan and 3 were successful.  

More than a third of survey respondents were not interested in a loan or couldn’t find a Sharia-
compliant loan. Limited credit histories and cultural barriers to conventional lending among immigrant 
entrepreneurs appear to be contributing to this.  Outreach to Muslim entrepreneurs has found that the 
lack of sharia-compliant services is a barrier for these entrepreneurs.  Negative cultural attitudes toward 
debt and a fear of not being able to repay loans also appear to be contributing to a lack of interest in 
loans.   

OPERATING CAPITAL 

Entrepreneurs with fewer financial resources face considerable challenges not only in getting startup 
capital but also in maintaining cash flow during operations. A recent survey by the Corporation for 
Enterprise Development (CFED) found that “difficulty managing cash flow was the challenge most 
frequently reported by microbusinesses of every age and size”.30 Since cash flow problems are closely 
linked to a lack of savings, entrepreneurs with fewer assets are more vulnerable to cash flow pressures.  

                                                                   
30 Williams, Lauren and Kasey Weidrick.  In Search of Solid Ground: Understanding the Finance Needs of 
Microbusiness Owners, (4/2014). 
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As the CFED study explained: “Low savings levels limit a small business’ ability to weather irregular cash 
flows, and cash flow difficulties can in turn limit the business’ ability to contribute to business and 
household savings.”31  While aspiring entrepreneurs have yet to face these challenges, it is important for 
the incubator to develop relationships with financial education services and microfinance and 
community development financial institutions who can help address both the startup and cash flow 
needs of client companies throughout the business lifecycle. 
 

FUNDING STRATEGIES AND RESOURCES 

 
When discussing financial support strategies it is helpful to reflect upon the enterprising spirit small 
business owners rely on to overcome financial hurdles. In the face of financial limitations, many 
entrepreneurs bring a resourcefulness to the task of starting a business that is recognized but not 
captured very well in surveys or demographic data. Through lean business approaches, personal 
networks, credit cards, informal lending, bartering, prudent saving, and exceptionally hard work, a 
remarkable number of entrepreneurs are successful at launching micro enterprises with limited 
resources.  A successful graduate of La Cocina’s program remarked that, with the program’s help, 
limited capital didn’t prevent her from starting her business, it just meant she had to work a lot harder 
and grow it more slowly.   

A variety of resources are available to help strengthen the financial position of startup and growing 
client businesses, including loans, crowdfunding, IDAs, lending circles and local investors. With 
knowledge of traditional and alternative funding tools, the incubator can help clients find resources that 
build upon their community networks and personal and cultural assets.  

COST REDUCTION 

Incubators play a central role in lowering costs for young businesses by providing affordable production 
space. In addition, incubators can coordinate donated or discount services, such as branding and legal 
assistance. They can also assist clients with bulk purchasing and local distribution at affordable rates. FIN 
partner, Ventures, reduces costs for its incubation businesses by renting a fully equipped food truck to 
clients at an affordable rate.   

One cost-reduction strategy suggested to help address high licensing costs is for the incubator 
organization to operate with an umbrella-type license with the health department and the City.  The 
idea would be to allow entrepreneurs to produce their products under the organization’s licenses to 
delay initial licensing costs until revenues can support them. This approach has the potential for 
significant liability and should be studied carefully before adoption. 

LOANS 

Local community development financial institutions and microlenders such as Ventures, Community 
Capital Development and local credit unions offer loan programs. Expanding referrals to these programs 
and developing a specialized loan for program participants may help.  Researching Sharia-compliant 
resources, such as JumpStart, and working with partners to develop new financial products could 
expand access. Lending circles and peer-lending programs, such as Mission Asset Fund, may also be 
additional avenues for clients who do not meet traditional underwriting standards or are not served by 

                                                                   
31 Williams, Lauren and Kasey Weidrick. (4/2014). 
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existing loan products. Participating in lending circles has the added benefit of helping to build credit 
histories for participants. 

INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT ACCOUNT (IDA) PROGRAMS 

Individual Development Account (IDA) programs may be another option for some participants. IDA 
accounts are designed to help low-income individuals and families build assets by creating incentives for 
savings through a dollar for dollar match up to a set amount. Funds can generally only be used for 
certain expenses, including starting or expanding a business. Currently, Ventures, the Diocese of Seattle 
Resettlement Office and WA Access Fund offer IDA programs in the Puget Sound area. 

CROWDFUNDING   

In addition to the better known platforms, Kickstarter and Indiegogo, there are interest-free loan 
platforms, such as Seattle-based Community Sourced Capital, and KivaZip. Through these platforms, 
small loan contributions by community members can be aggregated into a larger loan of $5,000-$50,000 
that is repaid over 2-3 years. Like lending circles, crowdfunded lenders don’t require the same credit 
standards as traditional lenders. Additionally, a grace period before loan repayments begin gives the 
business time to generate revenue.   

Credibles, a pre-sale platform developed by Slow Money, is another option. Rather than giving a loan, 
customers buy credits that can be redeemed later to purchase food from the business. In addition to 
raising funds, these crowdfunding platforms can also generate publicity for businesses and strengthen 
customer relationships.  However, as social funding platforms, the success of crowdfunding is often 
reliant on strong marketing and social capital. Offering coaching and additional campaign publicity may 
help participating entrepreneurs successfully leverage these platforms. 

COMMUNITY INVESTMENT NETWORKS 

Community-based investors such as those participating in Slow Money NW and LION networks may be a 
source of capital for growing businesses who are looking to scale their operations.  Investors in these 
networks make individual equity investments to support local enterprises that match their sustainability 
values and business practice standards.  

BUSINESS PLAN CONTESTS AND COMPETITIVE AWARDS 

Entrepreneurship programs are increasingly utilizing business plan contests to energize their 
entrepreneurial ecosystems. These contests award startup funding to promising businesses on the basis 
of business plans or pitch sessions. The incubator could consider developing a business plan competition 
or a micro grant tied to business planning or incubation milestones.   
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BUSINESS SUPPORT SERVICES 

 
During outreach entrepreneurs expressed interest in a variety of training and business support services.  
In surveys, financial services and assistance were the most popular, followed by permits and licenses, 
business planning and commercial kitchen space.  In focus groups, clients also expressed interest in 
developing business and financial skills, such as marketing, computers and bookkeeping.  Most 
commonly, clients wanted coaching on how to get started and what to do first.  Some also wanted 
advising on specific questions and legal issues, such as handling lease negotiations. Figure 5 shows the 
support interests of the 80 entrepreneurs who responded to the survey with up to 5 resource requests.  
 

 
 
Figure 5: Entrepreneur Training and Resources Priorities. Note: respondents were given the option of selecting up 
to 5 options. 
Source: FIN Food Business Owner Survey 7/2015. 
 

As mentioned earlier, incubators often provide some technical assistance in-house and give referrals to 
additional outside business and professional services. The chart below provides examples of the 
spectrum of supports client businesses may benefit from at different stages in their lifecycle. The first 
row of services involves the supports that clients are likely to need prior to entering an incubation 
program. The second row includes areas of technical expertise that can help businesses launch and bring 
products to market.  The third row highlights growth and graduation service needs that may arise. The 
chart is offered as a starting point for assessing services and is best used as a tool to further inventory 
existing services and define the role of the incubator in the entrepreneurial ecosystem.   
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ENTREPRENEUR SUPPORT 

PERSONAL FINANCIAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

SKILL DEVELOPMENT BUSINESS PLANNING 

Credit building assistance English language skills Food licensing training 

Financial counseling/training Commercial kitchen training Feasibility workshops 

Tax assistance Food safety/food handlers training Business planning 

Matched savings Food service apprenticeship Basic business management training 

 Work experience opportunities   

BUSINESS INCORPORATION  PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 
SUPPORTS 

PRODUCT MARKETING SUPPORTS 

Startup capital advising (loans, 
crowdfunding, etc.) 

Recipe development, formulation 
and scaling 

Product/brand positioning and 
marketing strategy 

Legal and business structure 
guidance 

Production and service process 
planning and design 

Branding, marketing and graphic 
design assistance including: 

State business license assistance Menu development   Logo design 

Local business license assistance Sourcing   Packaging design 

Tax assistance including: Labeling assistance including:    Collateral materials 

   B&O tax assistance  Labeling requirements   Copywriting/editing assistance 

   Personal property tax inventory  Nutritional testing and labels   Website development 

   Sales tax assistance  Allergen regulation guidance   Social media 

   Reseller permit assistance  Health claim/certification guidance   Search engine optimization 

   EIN application support “Clean label” guidance   Sales and advertising platforms 

Insurance referrals and guidance 
(including liability, workers comp) 

  UPC code assistance Customer service planning 

Health Dept/WSDA permitting Shelf-life testing   

OPERATIONAL SUPPORTS SALES AND GROWTH GUIDANCE GRADUATION SUPPORTS 

Management guidance including: Sales strategy coaching Transition planning 

 Hiring and managing staff Sales channel advising including: Co-packer search and contracts 

 Payroll management  Catering management Commercial kitchen search 

 Cash flow management  Farmers market applications Brick and mortar guidance including: 

 Bookkeeping   Mobile food business regulations   Lease negotiations 

 Tax reporting  Food service contracts   Renovations/build out 

 Merchant accounts  Wholesale contracts   Equipment purchases 

 Loans/lines of credit  Distributor contracts   Permits and approvals  

 Ecommerce platforms  Broker contracts Funding/loan applications 

  Marketing supports 

Figure 6: Entrepreneur and Business Lifecycle Support.  
 

Which services are offered by staff and which are offered by outside programs and professionals varies 
depending on the incubator business model and available services in the community. One distinguishing 
feature of an incubator is the individualized approach is takes to supporting client companies 
throughout their startup and growth lifecycle.  While incubators vary in their services and approach, 
they often leverage existing educational resources for pre-incubation and initial business planning and 
focus on providing technical assistance and coaching to accelerate business growth. 
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EXISTING SERVICES AND COMMUNITY RESOURCES 

 
The greater Seattle area has a number of service providers that offer a host of business planning, pre-
incubation and small business support services.  Some of these have been expanding services into South 
King County in order to reach areas that have historically had fewer start up resources. While each 
program has a unique approach, the business planning, pre-incubation/startup programs overlap 
somewhat in the general services and geographies they serve.  Local business and workforce training 
programs commonly offer a mix of cohort-style courses, drop-in workshops and one-on-one support to 
clients.  Some programs aim to serve specific populations or offer services on a sliding scale to 
accommodate lower-income participants.   

An increasing number of food industry workshops and training programs are being offered.  These 
include Ventures’ kitchen incubator program, StartZone’s Spanish language food business classes, CIE’s 
Cottage Food classes, and Project Feast’s commercial kitchen training and apprenticeship program. 
Some of the successful features of these local programs include their mix of cohort and individualize 
assistance, their emphasis on networking and leadership, and the time they invest in building trust with 
clients and diverse communities. 

In addition to pre-incubation and business planning programs, there are a number of other service 
providers that offer refugee resettlement, health outreach, and human services within the South King 
County area. These include FIN partners, Lutheran Community Services,the International Rescue 
Committee, and Global to Local. Additionally, there are a number of financial service providers, financial 
literacy programs and community development financial institutions serving low and moderate-income 
residents in the region, including FIN partner, Express Credit Union.   

An initial inventory of the existing services in the Greater Seattle area is provided in Appendix V.  The 
chart lists resources by the categories of services advertised by the organization and does not reflect all 
the common goals or interests between groups. The list is preliminary and should be revised and 
expanded by FIN partners during program planning.  It is offered here as a tool for evaluating existing 
services and identifying service gaps in the future.  It is important to note that private business service 
providers, such as lawyers, accountants, marketing agencies and insurance brokers, are not listed in the 
chart but are important business resources that will need to be identified during program planning.   

SERVICE DELIVERY 

Focus group participants who had attended business or workforce training programs were generally 
positive about their experiences and felt the programs had helped them better understand what was 
involved in starting a business. They mentioned the programs had helped them gain knowledge about 
business planning and increased their skills and confidence. Several people mentioned that building new 
relationships was an important benefit of participating in training programs. Some participants wished 
the programs were more in depth while others felt the programs were too long or had components that 
were not relevant to their needs. The wide range of needs and differences in client readiness may 
account for the differing feedback.  

Survey respondents were split between those looking for one-on-one counseling and those interested in 
classroom-style trainings and workshops.  57% said one-on-one worked best while another 52% said 
classroom learning was best (respondents were permitted to select multiple answers).  Networking also 
ranked high with 35% interested in getting assistance through networking. In focus groups, several 
clients expressed interest in learning from existing business owners, touring successful businesses and 
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attending future group discussions.  A preference for hands-on, apprenticeship and on-the-job learning 
was also expressed in focus groups. Notably, webinars and online trainings were found to be the least 
popular among survey respondents. 

ASSESSMENT OF SERVICES 

Additional research is needed to fully understand the scope and accessibility of current services for the 
target population. The initial impression from this study is that the unmet service needs of clients may 
stem more from difficulty accessing services rather than from a lack of services. Many services are 
located in Seattle and distance and transportation limitations can be a barrier for some clients. Language 
and cultural barriers as well as insufficient outreach and coordination also seem to be contributing to 
access problems. 

Service providers participating in FIN have cooperative relationships with each other and FIN’s 
convening work appears to be improving service coordination, referrals and outreach among members.  
Outreach efforts have enhanced the group’s understanding of entrepreneur needs and the Working 
Groups have helped to deepen relationships between programs and raised awareness of missing, 
complementary and redundant services. This appears to have contributed to the expanding services in 
the SeaTac and Tukwila area. 

Given the breadth of services and eligibility requirements of regional programs, it seems to be 
challenging for FIN members to keep abreast of all the services available.  Concerns about clients getting 
lost in the referral shuffle have driven the desire to centralize services into one facility where clients 
could access a number of different services and where providers could more easily coordinate their 
support. The hope is that an incubator could help streamline the experience for entrepreneurs and 
improve access to services.  How the service programs would partner with the incubator and whether 
they would provide services onsite is yet to be worked out, in part because the leadership team for the 
incubator has not yet been identified.   

RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 

Exploring the relationship between service delivery and the facility should be a priority in future 
conversations among partners. Service models should be looked at in tandem with the business model 
and leadership discussions to clarify the role of the incubator. Many services are currently based in 
Seattle and further discussions would help confirm if satellite programs can be offered at the incubator 
facility. Clarifying how services would be coordinated would help validate the assumption that a new 
facility would improve service access.  It will also inform the space and funding requirements for the 
facility.  FIN is in a strong position to host these discussions since collaboration is a central strength of 
the FIN network. Suggestions on how to approach assessing, coordinating and developing services are 
provided below.  

RECOMMENDATION 1: FURTHER EVALUATE EXISTING SERVICES 

FIN has begun an asset mapping effort to inventory existing services and improve referrals. Further 
study should be undertaken to understand how well existing services are meeting the needs of aspiring 
entrepreneurs and what can be done to improve access.  When looking at existing services, inquiry 
should be made into how well current service delivery methods are meeting the needs of the target 
population. The following are suggested evaluation actions:   
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 Conduct additional outreach with participants of existing services to gather feedback, evaluate 
effectiveness and identify barriers and gaps, particularly in terms of cultural and economic 
barriers. 

 Gather the collective wisdom of FIN network members to assess the barriers, gaps and 
redundancies in existing services. Utilize and enhance the Existing Services Inventory provided in 
Appendix V. 

 Engage FIN members in developing strategies and partnerships for improving access to existing 
services. 

 Gather feedback on which service delivery models are best meeting the needs of the target 
population. 

RECOMMENDATION 2: IMPROVE ACCESS TO EXISTING SERVICES 

Before undertaking new services, FIN should leverage its network resources to improve coordination 
and access to existing services.  Approaches to consider include: 

 Improve the awareness of existing resources through network events, provider “show and tell”, 
resource guides and newsletters. 

 Strengthen the capacity of existing service providers to offer food-industry specific technical 
assistance by sponsoring specialized education in food industry and licensing topics. 

 Ensure Community Food Advocates have adequate training in food industry topics and food 
business services so they can become strong referral resources in their communities. 

RECOMMENDATION 3: EXPAND INCUBATION AND TECHNICAL SERVICES 

After evaluating current services and working to improve coordination, design new incubation services 
to fill gaps, particularly for food industry-specific technical assistance.  Food business expertise appears 
to be the primary area where existing services could be enhanced and where the incubator could be 
most valuable.  Bringing in new partners and staff with strong food industry experience will help guide 
program and facility development.  Ensuring the future board includes business owners and leaders in 
also important.   

Areas to consider expanding services with an incubation program and new partner-provided services 
include:  

Access to expertise: 
 Offer product development technical assistance and ensure clients have access to up-to-

date labeling, packaging, allergen, recipe development, and shelf-life testing expertise.  
 Offer coaching and technical services to assist in navigating licensing, sales channels, 

purchasing, contracts, and expansion.  
 Connect with food safety and sanitation resources to coordinate education and access to 

guidance. Also, keep abreast of changes required by the Food Safety Modernization Act and 
identify resources for HACCP and food safety plans if required. 

 Explore intern or donated professional services to provide free or reduced-rate marketing, 
design and legal services for clients. 

Expanded market opportunities 
 Strengthen connections to markets for client products by developing relationships with local 

farmers markets, retailers, food service establishments, distributors, and festivals in the 
region. 
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 Support the development of cooperative retail and distribution options for small food 
businesses. 

 Build relationships with industry leaders and key influencers, such as respected chefs, food 
bloggers, local media, and corporate leaders. 

Additional networking and mentoring opportunities 
 Develop a business mentor program to pair entrepreneurs with food industry professionals 

and small business owners. 
 Organize networking events, including talks by entrepreneurs on how they got started and 

lessons learned, so clients can be inspired by successful small food businesses.  
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MARKET DEMAND RESEARCH 

 
To determine whether there is sufficient demand for commercial kitchen space, market data was 
collected on the supply and utilization of commercial kitchen space and the growth trends of the local 
food industry. The artisan food sector has experienced considerable growth in the region and a number 
of economic conditions point to continued opportunities for growth.  These include local market 
conditions as well as national trends that are expanding the specialty food market. 

SUPPORTIVE FOOD INDUSTRY TRENDS 

 
A shift in consumer purchasing away from large brands and toward small, local specialty products is 
improving the market outlook for artisan food businesses. According to Fortune Magazine and the 
Specialty Food Association, Millennials are driving a shift in the food industry toward small companies 
and local, fresh sustainable and healthy foods.32 The largest 25 packaged food companies lost $18 billion 
of market share in the last 5 years.33 Growing distrust of large, commercial food production is part of 
this shift. Mintel market research found that “36 percent of U.S. consumers trust big companies to do 
the right thing, while nearly half (49 percent) trust small companies to do the right thing,".34 This 
growing preference for small companies is expanding the shelf-space made available to smaller brands 
and improving the competitiveness of artisan products.35 This growing market potential is reflected in 
the increase in venture capital and private equity investments in artisan food products, and the 
increasing number of buyouts of small businesses by large companies such as General Mills and 
Campbells Foods.36 

There is also a growing shift to local and healthy food purchasing motivated by environmental, 
community economics, and health concerns.37 Consumer research indicates that a growing share of 
customers are willing to pay more for local, healthy and sustainable products.38 This is closely tied to an 
increased focus on transparency in the food system.39  This is driving supply chain changes and placing 
greater value on knowing the source and the story behind a food product.  An interest in authenticity 
among consumers presents opportunities for local businesses to build connections with consumers 
through the power of story.40 

There is also a growing US market for specialty foods and ethnic/international foods led by changing 
demographics and consumer tastes. Millennials are leading the trend toward eating more diverse 
cuisines and new flavors, but the market is increasingly becoming mainstream41.  A recent study by the 

                                                                   
32 Specialty Food Association, “Today’s Specialty Food Consumer: 2015”, “Millennials Prefer Specialty Food 
Companies” and “Millennials drive $18 Billion Shift in Food Industry” (10/2015). 
33 Cowitt, Beth. “Special Report: War on Big Food”, Fortune Magazine, (5/2015). 
34 Mintel, North American Consumer Trends, (10/15) 
35 Athavaley, Anjali. “Small Food Makers on Fast Path to U.S. Store Shelves, Threatening Big Producers”, Reuters, 
(5/2015) 
36 Cowitt, Beth. “Special Report: War on Big Food”, Fortune Magazine, (5/2015). 
37 Specialty Food Association, “Local Foods Movement Gains Traction”, (10/2015) 
38 Specialty Food Association, “Local Foods Movement Gains Traction”, (10/2015) and “Shoppers Willing to Pay 
More for Healthy Foods” (6/2015) 
39 Packaged Facts, ”Health-Conscious and Ingredient Aware Customers Want Labeling to Be Clean Not Just Sean” 
(5/2015) 
40 Mintel, North American Consumer Trends, (10/15) 
41 Specialty Food Association, “Interest in New Flavors Speeds up Pressure to Change Menus”, 11/2015. 
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Restaurant Association found that two-thirds of customers eat a wider variety of ethnic cuisines now 
than they did 5 years ago42 and three out of 5 consumers “take pride in having tried a lot of different 
cuisines” 43. Combined with an increasing emphasis on the value of food as an experience, this opens 
opportunities for ethnic foods to gain new customers through originality and new flavor experiences. 
 

MARKET GROWTH 

 
There are a number of positive growth indicators in the regional economy that point to supportive 
conditions for small food businesses. These include: 

 Strong regional economic and population growth that are contributing to general economic 
expansion in the Seattle region. Business growth in the technology sector, along with a superior 
quality of life, is making the area one of the fastest growing regions in the country.  

 Lower unemployment, rising wages for higher paid workers, increases in the minimum wage, 
and higher consumer confidence are helping to spur increased consumer spending on food 
services and retail food products.44 

 Growth in food processing, food establishments and mobile food businesses, along with an 
increase in shared commercial kitchen facilities in King County, point to an expansion of the local 
and specialty food industry in the region.  

There are also a number of restrictive forces and conditions that restrain opportunities for 
entrepreneurs, including: 

 High licensing and permitting costs for certain businesses.  
 Rising minimum wages that increase hiring expenses for small businesses. 
 Rising real estate costs and decreasing commercial vacancy rates that may make it more 

challenging to graduate businesses into independent facilities. 
 Economic and gentrification pressure in the region that may raise housing costs and 

displacement risks for client entrepreneurs. 
 Limited low-cost, direct sales venues in the immediate SeaTac and Tukwila area, including fewer 

farmers markets and food-truck friendly areas. 
 Potential for food costs to rise or become unstable due to the impact of climate change, 

droughts and extreme weather events. 

As the local food sector grows, both entrepreneurs and the incubator are likely to face increasing 
competition for customers. Competitive forces include: 

 Increased competition in the local, artisan food sector.   
 Expansion of commercial kitchen and processing facilities throughout the region that may 

increase competition for commercial-rate users. 
 Potential changes to cottage food laws that may make them more permissive and reduce 

demand for commercial kitchen space. 
 Competition for program funding with established small business programs. 

 

                                                                   
42 National Restaurant Association. Global Palates: Ethnic Cuisines and Flavors in America, video (8/15).  
43 National Restaurant Association. (8/15) 
44 US Bureau of Economic Analysis, Table 5U, Retail and Food Service Sales, December 2015. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0sQY7ODS-Xs&feature=iv&annotation_id=55cddf83-0000-2b05-91f6-94eb2c08c3f0&src_vid=Mu3SjHKqDME
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LOCAL FOOD INDUSTRY GROWTH 

Given the larger food industry trends and the growing regional economy it is not surprising that there 
has been an expansion of the food industry in King County in recent years.  The industry has experienced 
moderate growth in recent years with an overall expansion of food processing, food service 
establishments, mobile food units, and shared commercial kitchen rentals. 

FOOD PROCESSING/MANUFACTURING 

King County has experienced growth in the food processing/manufacturing sector during the recent 
economic recovery, particularly among smaller food manufacturers.  According to US Census data, the 
number of small, owner-operated (non-employer) food manufacturing establishments increased 21% in 
King County between 2009 and 2013.45  Among food manufacturers with employees in King County, the 
growth in establishments was flat during this period but the number of paid employees grew by 1,560 
from 9,584 to 11,144.46   

More recent licensing data from the Washington State Department of Agriculture (WSDA) suggests that 
there has been significant growth in food processing in the past few years.  The number of Food 
Processor licenses issued by Washington State Department of Agriculture in King County jumped from 
264 to 589 between 2012 and October 2015.  In South King County, the number of food processor 
licenses doubled from 78 to 159 during the same period.47  

WSDA Food Processor licenses are issued to wholesale manufacturers of all sizes and to certain food 
products not licensed through the local health department. Caterers, restaurants, and food trucks are 
permitted through the Seattle King County Public Health and are generally not represented in the WSDA 
data, although some retail food establishments licensed through Public Health may also obtain a WSDA 
license to sell wholesale products. The WSDA license data captures new businesses as well as companies 
that are expanding from retail into wholesale/packaged foods or opening additional processing 
locations. Therefore, the increase in licenses indicates a considerable expansion in food processing but 
should not be seen as an accurate count of the number of new businesses in the sector. 

Currently, South King County cities make up more than one-quarter of all food processor licenses. Kent 
has the largest cluster in the area while Maple Valley, Burien and SeaTac have the least number of food 
processor licenses. The greatest increases in licenses in South County were in cities where shared 
kitchens have opened or been more fully utilized in recent years, including Renton, Vashon, Tukwila and 
Kent. The change illustrates the sizeable expansion in food operations that can result from shared 
kitchen facilities. For example, the majority of the food processing licenses Renton gained between 2012 
and 2015 were located in the Creative Kitchen Works shared commercial kitchen facility.48 

                                                                   
45 US Census Bureau, Nonemployer Statistics, King County, 2009-2013. 
46 US Census Bureau, County Business Patterns (NAICS), King County, 2009-2013 
47 Washington State Department of Agriculture (WSDA), Food Processing License data, 2012-October 2015. 
48 Washington State Department of Agriculture (WSDA), Food Processing License data, 2012-October 2015. 
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Figure 7: Washington State Department of Agriculture Food Processor Licenses by city, 2012 and 2015. 
Source: Author’s calculations based on Washington State Department of Agriculture. Reflects 2015 year-to-date as 
of 10/2015. 
 

FOOD SERVICE & MOBILE FOOD ESTABLISHMENTS 

According to Census data the number of food service establishments in King County grew modestly 
during the economic recovery from 2009 to 2013.  King County gained an additional 312 employer food 
establishments between 2009 and 2013, an overall increase of 6%.49  As of 2013 there were roughly 
5,500 employer Food Services and Drinking Places50 and 1,350 non-employer (owner-operated) Food 
Services and Drinking Places in King County.51 The majority of the increase among food establishments 
with employees was in the Full Service Restaurants category (170 total).52 There was also a notable 
increase among Mobile Food Services establishments with employees.53 The number of caterers was 
down slightly over the same period. According to Census figures, the County also saw growth in 
employment in the food sector. As a whole, the Food and Drink Service sector in King County added 
4,867 jobs, increasing from 76,942 to 81,809 between 2009 and 2013.54 
 
 
 

                                                                   
49 US Census Bureau, County Business Patterns (NAICS), King County, 2009-2013.  Note: data represents the 
number of establishments, which is not necessarily equivalent to the number of companies. A company may 
consist of one or more establishments. 
50 US Census Bureau, County Business Patterns (NAICS), King County, 2013. 
51 US Census Bureau, Nonemployer Statistics, King County, 2013. Non-employer statistics represent businesses 
without paid employees that are subject to federal income tax. 
52 US Census Bureau, County Business Patterns (NAICS), King County, 2009-2013. 
53 US Census Bureau, County Business Patterns (NAICS), King County, 2009-2013. 
54 US Census Bureau, County Business Patterns (NAICS), King County, 2009-2013. 
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Figure 8: Growth of Food Services and Drinking Places in King County, 2009-2013 
Source: US Census Bureau, County Business Patterns, King County, 2009-2013 

 
During the economic recovery, the number of non-employer, owner-operated food service 
establishments grew at a faster pace than employer establishments.  160 non-employer food 
establishments were added in King County between 2009 and 2013, a 20.5% increase compared to the 
6% increase for employer establishments over the same period.55  Among these owner-operated 
establishments, the classification that includes mobile food businesses, caterers, and food service 
contractors (known as “Special Food Services”) increased by 22.5% between 2009 and 2013.56 

                                                                   
55 US Census Bureau, Nonemployer Statistics, and County Business Patterns, King County, 2009-2013. 
56 US Census Bureau, Nonemployer Statistics, King County, 2009-2013. 
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Figure 9: Growth of Non-Employer Food Services and Drinking Places in King County, 2009-2013. 
Source: US Census Bureau, Nonemployer Statistics, King County 2009-2013. 

Food Service Establishments, including mobile food businesses and caterers, are licensed through the 
Seattle King County Public Health Department (Public Health).  Public Health issues over 11,000 licenses 
to food business operators, often issuing multiple licenses to one business for different food service 
areas, such as the restaurant, catering service, and mobile food unit of a company. Because of the 
multiple licenses issued, the Public Health data is not a reliable measure of the number of businesses, 
but like the WSDA data, it can provide insight into expansion or contraction trends within the local food 
service sector in the period since the 2013 Census business data. 

Among the types of food service businesses most likely to utilize a shared commercial kitchen, such as 
caterers and mobile food businesses, the licensing trends generally point toward expansion. The mobile 
food/food truck trend in particular has been growing in King County in the last few years. Between 2012 
and November 2015, the number of licenses for Mobile Food Units grew 38%, from 388 to 534.57 These 
new licenses appear to have been issued to new mobile food and drink businesses as well as existing 
businesses that added a mobile operation or an additional vehicle/mobile unit. The licensing data 
indicates that South King County is hosting a smaller share of these mobile operations. 17% of mobile 
food unit licenses were issued to South King County addresses in 2015 compared to 25% of all Public 
Health food licenses.58  

Licenses for caterers grew in the past year after falling somewhat in 2013 and 2014.59  Overall the 
number of catering licenses in the county increased from 173 in 2012 to 177 in 2015.60  Like mobile 
businesses, a smaller share of catering licenses were issued in South King County (16%) in 2015. Nearly 
half of all caterers were licensed in shared kitchens in 2015 so the geographic location of caterers may 
partly reflect the availability of shared rental kitchens, which are predominantly clustered in Seattle and 
the Eastside.   

                                                                   
57 Seattle King County Public Health food license data, 2012- November 2015. 
58 Seattle King County Public Health food license data, 2012- November 2015. 
59 Seattle King County Public Health food license data, 2012- November 2015. 
60 Seattle King County Public Health food license data, 2012- November 2015. 
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There is a strong food and accommodations sector in SeaTac and Tukwila due to their proximity to the 
airport and regional retail, such as the Southcenter shopping area. The food and accommodations sector 
in these cities currently generates over $420 million in annual sales.61 However, a considerable share of 
this economic activity is attributable to hotels and chain/franchise operations rather than independent 
food businesses. In November 2015 there were 333 Public Health licenses issued to food businesses in 
SeaTac and Tukwila (including those at the airport).62 The number of Public Health licenses issued in 
SeaTac and Tukwila has remained relatively flat in recent years.63  

COTTAGE FOOD PERMITS 

Cottage Food Permits do not appear to have impacted the demand for commercial kitchen space in King 
County. While food processing licenses have increased considerably, cottage food permits have 
remained at roughly 25 since they launched in 2012.  Currently there are a total of 6 cottage food 
permits issued in South King County.  These are located in the cities of Kent, Maple Valley and Auburn.  
As of October 2015 there were no permits issued in SeaTac or Tukwila.  Cottage food permits take 
several months to be approved so it is possible that there are licenses in progress as a result of recent 
workshops offered by FIN partners. 
 

SHARED COMMERCIAL KITCHEN SUPPLY ANALYSIS 

 
The supply of shared commercial kitchen space in the region is comprised of a variety of different types 
of shared kitchens that entrepreneurs rent to produce their products.  These shared kitchens represent 
the alternatives entrepreneurs have for meeting their need for commercial kitchen space in the current 
market. For the purposes of this study, shared kitchens have been categorized into three types: Primary 
Shared Commercial Kitchens, Secondary Shared Commercial Kitchens, and Informal Shared Commercial 
Kitchens. 

Primary Shared Commercial Kitchens: These large, privately-owned shared kitchens are designed for the 
purpose of renting space hourly or monthly to small food businesses.  These kitchens generally come 
equipped with an array of commercial kitchen equipment and offer cold and dry storage space for a fee.  
Some also provide truck loading areas and food truck parking. These kitchens are the incubator’s 
primary competition for private market users. Local examples of these include CookSpace, Downtown 
Cookhouse and KBM Kitchen. 

Secondary Shared Kitchens: These kitchens are home to a host business, often a caterer or food 
processor, who rents extra space or time in their kitchen to other food businesses. The rental of these 
facilities is generally secondary to the primary food business or organization’s use. These kitchens are 
significant providers of rental space in the region. Large secondary kitchens often operate much like 
primary rental kitchens with similar rates and storage space but sometimes rent to a smaller number of 
users.  Examples of these include Fast Rabbits, USI Holding Company, and Gourmet Innovations.   

Smaller secondary kitchens include small restaurants or cafés as well as underutilized community 
kitchens such as community centers, churches or institutions that are rented to food entrepreneurs in 
the off hours. Community kitchens often lack specialized equipment and storage and may only be 
available during certain hours. Community kitchen rentals can be hard to identify if they don’t advertise 

                                                                   
61 US Census Bureau, City QuickFacts, based on Economic Census 2007. 
62 Seattle King County Public Health food license data, as of November 2015. 
63 Seattle King County Public Health food license data, 2012- November 2015. 
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so an accurate count of community kitchens that are open to renters is not available.  Kent Commons is 
one local example. It has a modest kitchen facility without storage that rents for $10 per hour when it’s 
not needed for events. 

Informal Shared Kitchens: Generally speaking these are kitchens that don’t advertise that they rent 
space but may rent to one or two other businesses in a relatively informal way. They are often 
restaurants or small production spaces that allow a small scale user to share space, sometimes because 
of a relationship between the parties. Because they generally don’t advertise, these informal sharing 
opportunities can be hard to find. These kitchens make up the largest number of shared kitchens but 
they serve fewer renters.  Based on WSDA and Public Health licensing data there may be as many as 60 
or more kitchen spaces that are shared informally in King County.  
 

SUPPLY OF SHARED RENTAL KITCHEN SPACE 

 
WSDA and Seattle King County Public Health licensing data and rental advertisements indicate that 
there may be as many as 90 commercial kitchens currently being shared formally and informally in King 
County64. Informal shared kitchens that are shared between 2 or 3 businesses are the majority of these 
kitchens. There are an estimated 9 primary shared kitchens in the County that accommodate a large 
number of users and roughly two dozen secondary shared kitchens that rent underutilized space to 
other food businesses in King County.  

MULTI-TENANT SHARED RENTAL KITCHENS 

As of October/November 2015, there were an estimated 25 primary and secondary shared kitchens in 
King County that had 4 or more businesses licensed out of the same space and are believed to be the 
main shared rental kitchens in the County. 65 Of these, there are 8 kitchens with 10 or more businesses 
licensed at the facility.  The majority of the kitchens (17) are shared by 4-9 businesses (see Figure 10).66  
The median number of businesses operating out of these multi-tenant rental kitchens in 2015 was 7 
users.  
 

                                                                   
64 Author’s calculations based on Seattle King County Public Health licensing data from 2012- November 2015 and 
Washington State Department of Agriculture food processing licensing data from 2012- October 2015. 
65 Kitchen rental data for kitchens with four or more users is derived from licensing data that has been filtered to 
remove duplicate licenses issued to the same business so that figures are believed to represent the number of 
businesses operating out of the location, not licenses.  The number of businesses listed represents the total 
number of licensed businesses at the location and may include the host business, such as a caterer that subleases 
kitchen space/time to other businesses. 
66 Derived from Seattle King County Public Health licensing data from 2012- November 2015 and Washington State 
Department of Agriculture food processing licensing data from 2012- October 2015. 
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Figure 10: Number of Users in Rental Kitchens with 4+ Businesses in King County. 
Source: Author’s calculations based on licensing data from Washington State Department of Agriculture and 
Seattle King County Public Health as of October/November 2015. 

 

The number of multi-tenant shared rental kitchens has increased since 2012, along with the number of 
businesses operating out of these kitchens.  In 2012 there were 15 rental kitchens with 4 or more users 
compared to 25 in the fall of 2015.  The number of licensed businesses in rental kitchens with four or 
more users increased by 46%, from 158 businesses to 294 between 2012 and 2015.67   

The number of kitchens with 10 or more users also increased between 2012 and 2015 from 6 to 8 
kitchens.  The top 5 kitchens with the largest number of businesses as of November 2015 were Creative 
Kitchen Works, Cook Space, KBM, A&J Commissary and USI Holding Company. Together these 5 kitchens 
account for 50% of all the businesses in rental kitchens with 4 or more users.68  However, the supply and 
utilization of shared kitchen spaces in the greater Seattle region is very dynamic.  Since the licensing 
data used in this analysis was collected in November 2015, Creative Kitchen Works in Renton appears to 
have closed. Increased demand for kitchen space has also prompted new kitchens to be developed in 
recent months. Two newly remodeled kitchen spaces recently opened in the South Seattle area, 
Downtown Cookhouse and NW Commissary Kitchens.  Because the market is so dynamic, these recent 
changes are not reflected in the licensing data used in this supply analysis but they are reflected in the 
maps that follow. Additional changes in supply are expected as the availability of kitchen space changes 
based on industry economic conditions, kitchen development and closure, and the expansion or 
contraction of the host businesses in secondary rental kitchens.  
 
 
 

                                                                   
67 The number of businesses represents the total number of licensed businesses at the location and may include 
the host food business in a secondary rental kitchen facility. 
68 Seattle King County licensing data from 2012- November 2015 and Washington State Department of Agriculture 
food processing licensing data from 2012- October 2015. 
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TYPES OF BUSINESSES RENTING KITCHEN SPACE 

Prepared food businesses, such as food trucks/mobile food and caterers, appear to be the most 
common type of users of the multi-tenant kitchens with 4 or more businesses in King County. As of 
November 2015, Mobile Food businesses were the largest group of users overall (112 total) and they 
made up more than half of all Public Health licenses in these kitchens.69  Caterers, also licensed by Public 
Health, were the next largest category. 72 caterers were working out of these shared kitchens in King 
County in 2015.70  Among Food Processors, Baked Goods were the most common product type (38).71  

Canned or bottled products such as sauces and juices, were the second most common (23), followed by 
refrigerated and frozen products, and candy/chocolate.72 Overall 68% (201 total) of the businesses in 
these kitchens have licenses from Seattle King County Public Health.  32% (93) hold food processor 
licenses with WSDA.  9 businesses have both WSDA and Public Health licenses.73  
 

TOP RENTAL KITCHEN USER GROUPS 

Food Type Businesses 

Mobile Food 112 

Caterer 72 

Food Processor - Baked Goods (sweet and savory) 38 

Food Processor - Canned or Bottled 23 

Food Processor - Refrigerated/Frozen 14 

Food Processor - Candy/Chocolate 14 

Figure 11: Top Rental Kitchen User Groups. 
Source: Author’s calculations based on licensing data from Washington 
State Department of Agriculture and Seattle King County Public Health as 
of October/November 2015. 

 

LOCATION OF SHARED COMMERCIAL KITCHENS IN KING COUNTY 

The primary supply of shared kitchens is located in Seattle but rental kitchens are also located in 
surrounding cities such as Bellevue, Redmond and Renton. The map in Figure 12 shows the location of 
all the shared kitchens in King County by kitchen type.  The primary shared kitchens are highlighted in 
the green stars and the secondary shared kitchens in the yellow stars. 

 

 

 

                                                                   
69 Calculated from Seattle King County Public Health food licensing data, as of November 2015. 
70 Calculated from Seattle King County Public Health food licensing data, as of November 2015. 
71 Calculated from WSDA licensing data as of October 2015.  
72 Calculated from WSDA licensing data as of October 2015. WSDA issues licenses for specific products, not 
categories of products so these products were aggregated by the author into general categories for this report. 
The Food Processor categories were not mutually exclusive, 4 businesses in the above chart fell into multiple 
categories. 
73 Calculated from WSDA and Seattle King County licensing data from October and November 2015. 
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Figure 12: Shared Commercial Kitchens in the Greater Seattle area. 
Source: Author’s analysis of WSDA Food Processor Licensing data, 10/15 and Seattle King County Public Health 
licensing data, 11/15. 

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SHARED COMMERCIAL KITCHEN CLUSTER 

The map in Figure 13 shows the clustering of the primary and secondary shared commercial kitchens in 
Seattle and the Eastside that make up the core supply of rental space in the County. The majority of 
these kitchens are located in Seattle with several located in Redmond, Bellevue, and Kirkland. The 
kitchens in the main cluster are at least 10 to 15 miles away from residents living in SeaTac and Tukwila. 
The closest kitchens to South County residents are in Tukwila and Kent as illustrated in Figure 14. 
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Figure 13: Cluster of Commercial Kitchens in the Greater Seattle area. 
Source: Author’s analysis of WSDA Food Processor Licensing data, 10/15 and Seattle King County Public Health 
licensing data, 11/15. 

SOUTH KING COUNTY RENTAL KITCHENS 

Given the population size, there is a relatively small supply of kitchens in the South King County area. 
Figure 14 shows the formal primary and secondary shared commercial kitchens in the South County 
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area, based on WSDA and Public Health licensing data and advertisements. With the closure of Creative 
Kitchen Works, there are now 3 secondary shared kitchen rentals in the South County area: Gourmet 
Innovations in Tukwila, N&C Commissary in Kent and the Kent Commons. Gourmet Innovations in 
Tukwila started renting space in the last few years and appears to have reached capacity at this time. 
The low rates at Kent Commons have attracted a handful of renters for several years, despite the lack of 
storage at the facility. N&C Commissary Kitchen in Kent is believed to be operating a large facility 
equipped for food trucks. The only other shared kitchens in the area appear to be informal sharing 
arrangements between a few businesses.  Notably, no rental kitchens were found in the far southern 
portion of the County in Federal Way or Auburn, despite the considerable population and distance from 
other rental kitchens. 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Shared Commercial Kitchens in the South King County area. 
Source: Author’s analysis of WSDA Food Processor Licensing data, 10/15 and Seattle King County Public Health 
licensing data, 11/15. 
 

MARKET RATE KITCHEN DEMAND INDICATORS 

 
The local market in South King County is in flux but data suggests that there is moderate unmet demand 
for market rate commercial kitchen space in the South King County area. Indicators that point to 
continued demand for kitchen rentals include: 

 The continued growth of the food sector, particularly the expansion of small food processing 
and mobile food industries in the region, which are supported by favorable trends in the food 
industry nationally. 
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 The strong utilization of area kitchens, particularly those in Renton, Tukwila and Kent, and the 
significant growth in the number of kitchen renters in the County. 

 The limited supply of rental kitchen space in the South County region, particularly with the 
closure of Creative Kitchen Works in Renton.   

In addition, the tightening commercial real estate market may make it increasingly difficult for 
businesses to afford independent spaces in South County, thereby shifting demand toward shared 
kitchens. Commercial vacancy rates have been declining in the South County area for several years and 
asking rents for industrial space were up 6.5% year over year as of Q2 2015.74 Tightening real estate 
conditions may also increase the length of stay for kitchen renters and make graduating food businesses 
out of the incubator more difficult. 

Several market factors lead to the conclusion that projected demand for space will be moderate rather 
than high in South King County: 

Lower Entrepreneurial Activity in South King County: Several factors point to a lower level of 
entrepreneurial activity and growth in the food sector in South King County that may make demand lag 
that of the County as a whole. Indicators of lower demand include slower growth in food processors, a 
smaller share of prepared food businesses, particularly mobile foods and caterers, and a small number 
of cottage food permits.  In addition, there are fewer informal shared kitchen arrangements, which 
points to less entrepreneurial interest and weaker ties between businesses in the local food sector. 
There are also relatively few businesses utilizing the Kent Commons kitchen despite its affordability, 
although the space is not well advertised or equipped for certain types of businesses. 

Expansion of Supply: Recent expansion of kitchen space in Seattle may also temper demand as some 
market rate renters in South County may be willing to commute to Seattle area kitchens in order to have 
proximity to larger markets.  It is not yet clear what effect the closing of Creative Kitchen Works in 
Renton will have on the local market. Many displaced users are likely to be absorbed by existing kitchens 
and new kitchens in the South Seattle area. The continued growth of the food sector and the lack of 
facilities in South King County increases the likelihood of a private rental kitchen opening in the South 
County area in the next few years. Since the market is so dynamic, FIN should continue to track changes 
in supply, particularly in South King County. 
 

DEMAND FOR SUBSIDIZED KITCHEN SPACE 

 
Feedback from FIN outreach indicates there is demand for affordable kitchen space in South King 
County.  FIN’s outreach surveys confirm that roughly half of potential clients do not have access to a 
commercial kitchen.  Gaining access to a commercial kitchen was a challenge for 42% of those surveyed, 
ranking second to money as the most commonly cited challenge. In focus groups, participants confirmed 
that kitchen access was a big hurdle because private shared kitchens were too expensive and too far 
away, or too difficult for them to reach.  The FIN survey confirmed that a rental rate of $20, a relatively 
low private market rate, would be too high for two-thirds of these renters. Service providers echo these 
concerns and confirmed that affordability of kitchen space is a problem for low and moderate income 
entrepreneurs.  

Participation in food business classes in the area points to strong interest in food entrepreneurship.  
Ventures, Center for Inclusive Entrepreneurship and StartZone all offer classes and services for food 
entrepreneurs that have been well attended.  Between all three programs there are now a handful of 

                                                                   
74 Cushman Wakefield, “MarketBeat: Industrial Snapshot Seattle/Kent Valley”, Q2 2015  
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entrepreneurs that are ready to use a commercial kitchen now if an affordable option were to be 
available that clients could access. Numerous other clients are in the business planning and 
preincubation stages. 

Growth-orientation among prospective clients is also a positive indicator for demand and utilization of 
the incubator programs and facilities.  FIN surveys indicate that 81% of interested entrepreneurs would 
like to grow their businesses rather than keep it small and 60% would like to operate their businesses on 
a full-time basis.  

DEMAND FROM DIFFERENT BUSINESS TYPES 

Many of the types of businesses entrepreneurs in the FIN survey want to start would benefit from a 
commercial kitchen. More than 50% of those surveyed are interested in selling baked goods, including 
cakes, cookies and bread products. It is unknown how many of these are interested in operating a 
bakery storefront, producing out of their homes, or selling wholesale, but bakers can often benefit from 
starting in a commercial kitchen.  While some bakers prefer the low-cost option of baking at home, 
growth-oriented businesses generally look for professional equipment that can make production more 
cost-effective. Therefore, commercial kitchens with professional baking equipment can offer a strong 
value proposition to bakers who have adequate sales. 

As illustrated by the kitchen usage data in the last chapter, food trucks and mobile businesses are strong 
commercial kitchen users. These businesses use kitchens as their base of operations for food storage, 
food preparation and cooking, as well as cleaning and sanitizing their mobile kitchen equipment.  
Caterers are also strong commercial kitchen users since they need to cook and prepare their foods in a 
commissary kitchen before delivery.  Approximately 20% of prospective clients surveyed are interested 
in starting a catering or delivered meal business and another 25% are interest in a food truck. (Note that 
respondents were allowed to select up to three options so the percentages total more than 100%).   

Notably, the number of entrepreneurs interested in catering and food trucks is lower than those 
interested in owning a restaurant, café or deli.  In focus groups, many participants interested in a 
restaurant expressed a desire to create a community gathering place and it is unclear how well a 
commercial kitchen will meet their needs. Some of these entrepreneurs expressed an intention to wait 
on starting a business until they amass savings or could qualify for loans to open brick and mortar 
spaces.  Others expressed interest in starting with catering or farmers markets if a commercial kitchen 
were available to them.  Figures 15 and 16 summarize the interest in different types of food businesses 
based on their need for commercial kitchen space.  Again, the totals exceed 100% because respondents 
were permitted to select more than one option. 

There is a strong interest in at-home businesses among survey respondents.  More than one-third of 
survey respondents expressed interest in operating a food business out of their homes.  These 
entrepreneurs may not be aware of rules that limit their ability to produce food at home, or may be 
interested in applying for a Cottage Food Permit, which allows certain low-hazard food items to be made 
in a home kitchen and sold directly to customers. Given how limiting Cottage Food Permits are, the 
majority of these entrepreneurs are likely to need a commercial kitchen. However, producing products 
outside the home may not meet the needs of everyone and some may elect not to start a formal food 
business outside their homes. 
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Figure 15: Entrepreneur interest in business types with high potential for shared commercial kitchen use. 
Source: FIN Food Business Owner survey, 7/15 
 

 
 
Figure 16: Entrepreneur interest in business types with low potential for shared commercial kitchen use. 
Source: FIN Food Business Owner survey, 7/15 
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PROJECTED UTILIZATION 

To project demand it is helpful to explore indications of how fully the kitchen might be utilized since 
utilization plays a central role in revenue generation.  While demand represents potential customers for 
the facility, actual kitchen usage is also tied to the growth and viability of client businesses. Many of the 
entrepreneur challenges discussed earlier are likely to impact utilization of the kitchen space, even if it 
offers affordable rates. These include: 

 Product-market fit between the facility/program and entrepreneur needs. 
 Affordability of the kitchen relative to entrepreneur income. 
 Financial hurdles to starting and formalizing a business. 
 Growth orientation of client companies. 
 How effectively the kitchen promotes growth to incentivize formalization. 
 Market opportunities and profitability. 
 Accessibility of incubation programs in terms of language and location. 
 How well alternative sales channels meet the goals of entrepreneurs interested in owning a 

brick and mortar business. 
 Readiness and personal circumstances that impact the entrepreneur’s ability to grow the 

business. 

Given these challenges it is anticipated that a large share of the clients are likely to use a minimal 
number of hours in the first few years as they launch their businesses and develop their customer base.  
32% of FIN survey respondents reported that they planned to use, or currently use, a kitchen 5 hours 
per week.  60% expect to use or currently use a kitchen less than 10 hours per week. Given the hurdles 
clients face it is likely that pre-incubation will take time and that businesses may grow slowly at first as 
both clients and the incubator establish access to capital and markets.  Demand and utilization are likely 
to increase over time as clients become more established and the kitchen builds trust and credibility in 
the communities it serves.  As clients attend programs, grow their businesses and graduate, their 
success and endorsement will attract additional users.  Awareness that an affordable kitchen exists may 
also spur nascent entrepreneurs to pursue their food business ideas and grow demand over time. 

SERVICE AREA CONSIDERATIONS 

The service area of the program will also impact the demand projections.  A preference for serving 
SeaTac and Tukwila residents was expressed by some members of FIN and feedback was requested on 
the impact of the service area on program sustainability. Given the limited population and lower levels 
of entrepreneurial activity in the food sector in SeaTac and Tukwila, a service area of only SeaTac and 
Tukwila is unlikely to produce enough demand for a full program size and a sustaining level of kitchen 
utilization.  Limiting the service area may also detract from the incubator’s focus on supporting the most 
promising businesses that can increase job opportunities in the area. 

A service area that includes at least all of South King County will provide a more robust and stable 
incubator program. A service area of all of King County should also be considered since it may improve 
utilization and program sustainability.  While there is considerable interest within SeaTac and Tukwila, 
surveys indicated there is also interest from residents of surrounding cities.  40% of FIN survey 
respondents (38 total) were from zip codes that included SeaTac and Tukwila as well as parts of the 
neighboring cities of Des Moines and Burien.  The remaining 60% of interested clients are spread 
throughout surrounding cities, including Federal Way, Kent and parts of Seattle.  Figure 17 below 
illustrates the location of survey respondents. 
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In addition to increasing program size, utilizing a larger service area has several additional advantages 
that align with FIN goals and may be important to consider. 

 Inclusivity: Ethnic and immigrant communities in King County are clustered in different cities and 
their personal and business networks blur jurisdictional lines.  A larger service area would 
enable FIN to serve a more diverse population and may improve the perceived inclusiveness of 
the program.    

 Practicality: Entrepreneurs may relocate between cities or face changing housing opportunities 
over time.  Verifying residency can also add to administrative burdens. 

 Marketing: Complexity in qualifications can make marketing more difficult and may impact 
referrals by providers and clients.  

 Business Cluster Connections: SeaTac and Tukwila do not currently have strong food clusters so a 
regional approach could strengthen connections with specialty food, food manufacturing, and 
ethnic business clusters in surrounding cities.75 The facility would attract new businesses to the 
host city, helping to create a stronger food cluster over time.  

 Support and Sustainability:  A larger service area will accelerate ramp up to full utilization and 
improve program revenues. A larger service area would also create more stakeholders and 
beneficiaries which may improve funding prospects.  

Ultimately the program service area is a decision the project stakeholders and leadership team must 
make by balancing a number of factors, including the facility capacity and desired program outcomes.  

                                                                   
75 See Appendix VI for a summary of the racial and ethnic diversity of business owners in South County cities. 

GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION OF INTERESTED ENTREPRENEURS LEGEND 
 

= 15 entrepreneurs  
    
           = 1 Entrepreneur 
 
Figure 17: Residence Location of 
Entrepreneurs Surveyed.   
Source: FIN Business Owner 
Survey, 2015 
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STRATEGIES TO SUPPORT UTILIZATION 

In addition to expanding the service area, a number of strategies can be considered that could help 
convert entrepreneur interest into facility utilization: 

 Create a compelling value proposition for clients that responds to their support needs and 
growth aspirations.  

 Design the facility to meet the essential physical needs of clients, including adequate storage, 
proper sanitation controls, adequate parking, and a safe working environment. 

 Invest in marketing and outreach efforts that clearly communicate the value of the kitchen and 
associated programs.  

 Support pre-incubation, workforce, and food industry training as a pipeline for incubation 
clients.  

 Develop referral relationships with Public Health inspectors who discover informal businesses.  
 Connect with diverse business service providers (taxes, legal, graphic design, etc.) in South 

County cities to build credibility and increase referrals. 
 Build trust through business mentors and ambassadors who can explain the benefits of 

participating in programs and utilizing a commercial kitchen. 
 Consider starting a pilot or virtual program to understand user needs and build a user base. 

 

FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY 

 
Based on the findings of this study, funding projections should also assume there will be a sizeable share 
of below-market users given the program’s focus and area demographics. Subsidized rates may need to 
be significantly lower than market rates to enable participation.  Market rates are likely to be less than 
Seattle rates and further research and outreach on both market rates and subsidized rates, as well as 
rate structures, is recommended.  

Client interest may take time to develop into regular kitchen usage and significant investment or 
coordination with pre-incubation and business support services will likely be needed.  Rental revenues 
may be limited during ramp up and an anchor tenant and/or outside funding will be important to 
stabilize revenues, particularly in the first few years.  Over time a moderate and steady number of both 
subsidized and private market kitchen users is expected that could support a significant share of facility 
costs. However, kitchen revenues alone are unlikely to support all facility and program costs. Careful 
planning of additional revenue streams and funding partnerships will be important to the long term 
viability of the program. 
 

SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGIES 

 
Sustainability strategies can be broadly thought of as revenue strategies and cost reduction strategies. A 
variety of approaches are used by incubators and similar facilities to produce revenues, including: 
 
Rent generating activities: 

 Recruiting anchor tenants or co-users that pay a stable monthly amount or a share of overhead 
expenses. 

 Developing additional space, such as private leased kitchens or retail spaces that can be rented 
at market rates. 

 Renting cold storage to local food producers, CSAs or other businesses. 
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Sales-based activities: 
 Collaborating with a social enterprise organization to develop a café, retail market, meal 

delivery service or catering operation that contributes income back to the program. 
 Creating retail products such as gift baskets or private label branded products that are sold to 

the public. 
 Hosting events such as festivals, classes, pop-up and chef dinners that generate income. 

Fee-based Services: 
 Developing technical services, such as recipe development and food safety training. 
 Offering co-packing/contract manufacturing services. 
 Establishing fee-based distribution/delivery services. 

Sponsorships: 
 Partnering with a public or nonprofit sponsor who provides ongoing financial support. 
 Offering corporate sponsorships and naming rights to facility areas and programs on a recurring 

basis. 

Cost Reduction 
 Reducing overhead through donated space and low rent. 
 Ensuring the facility operates without debt service. 
 Operating as a virtual incubator by coordinating use of community kitchens.  
 Developing a lean program with limited staff and overhead by leveraging outside services. 
 Cultivating a robust volunteer program with donated professional services. 

While all of these options may not be appropriate or feasible for a new facility they can be considered as 
part of a long term sustainability plan. Identifying facility management leadership will help define which 
options are most feasible. Further evaluation of these options based on market demand, facility options 
and partnerships is recommended. 
 

ALTERNATIVE BUSINESS MODELS  

 
The best approach to creating a sustainable program depends on the goals and capacity of the 
partnerships that support the facility and incubation programs.  The sustainability options are rooted in 
the incubator business model and the next stage of planning will provide an opportunity to explore 
common and alternative business models for the program.  Some of the alternative models discussed 
during the study include utilizing a network of existing kitchens, creating a blended workforce and 
incubation program, and using the incubator as a licensing umbrella for client businesses.  Brief 
highlights of these options are provided to spark further discussion.  

NETWORKED KITCHENS 

Several successful business incubators operate without a facility of their own under a network or virtual 
incubation model. This approach enables the incubator to operate with less overhead and devote its 
resources to service delivery, rather than facility management.  Detriot Kitchen Connect and Mi Kitchen 
Es Su Kitchen in New York are two examples of this approach. Mi Kitchen Es Su Kitchen organizes the use 
of several existing commercial kitchens, including church and workforce training facilities, during off-
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hours. While this limits access to the kitchens during prime business hours, it enables rates to be more 
affordable for clients.76   

This networked approach can be affective when there are underutilized commercial kitchens in the area, 
such as community centers, churches, schools, or meal programs.  It is not clear how many facilities 
might be available in the SeaTac/Tukwila area and whether their equipment would meet licensing 
requirements for the various business types. Outreach to these facilities and consultation with licensing 
agencies would help clarify which businesses could be permitted in existing spaces.  

Facilitating the use of existing kitchens might be a way to begin offering services to clients more quickly 
while further testing the demand for a facility. Leveraging FIN stakeholder connections as well as client’s 
affiliations with churches and mosques may be a fruitful place to start.  Offering management assistance 
with contracts and scheduling may increase the willingness of existing facilities to participate.      

BLENDED WORKFORCE-INCUBATION PROGRAM 

Another option is to create a blended workforce and entrepreneurship program that prepares clients for 
business ownership while providing income-generating, hands-on work opportunities for clients. This 
would involve the creation, or marriage, of two programs and the development of a successful, income-
generating food enterprise.  One potential opportunity would be to expand the program capacity and 
income-producing activities of Project Feast and pair this with an entrepreneur training and incubation 
program. The advantage of this approach is that it provides work experience and income to clients while 
they prepare to launch their businesses. There may also be the potential for entrepreneurs to test new 
products through the food enterprise.   

A workforce training program would not be needed for all entrepreneurs but this approach might create 
a pathway for those that need to build skills or savings before launching their business. To be 
sustainable the project would need to have a robust commercial enterprise or outside sponsorship to 
support the overhead of both programs. Hot Bread Kitchen in New York City would be an example of 
this kind of blended approach. 

UMBRELLA LICENSE STRUCTURE 

To address the challenges low income entrepreneurs face in getting startup capital, the incubator could 
also explore developing an umbrella-type arrangement with local licensing bodies.  As mentioned 
earlier, an umbrella license would allow clients to initially launch their brands under the organization’s 
health and/or business license, rather than obtaining their own licenses. FIN partner, Ventures, operates 
their Food Business Incubator with a similar model. Businesses in their program have a business license 
and insurance but produce their products under Venture’s County Health license and sell them through 
Venture’s licensed Food Truck, “Word of Mouth”, using temporary permits. There are a number of 
important liability concerns to be considered in this approach and the idea should be carefully vetted 
with the help of legal experts before pursuing it. 
 
 
 

                                                                   
76 Colbert, Corinne and Dinah Adkins, Chuck Wolfe and Karl LaPan.  International Business Innovation Association, 
Best Practices in Action: Guidelines for Implementing First-Class Business Incubation Programs, Revised 2nd Edition, 
2010. 
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FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
Moderate demand from private market and subsidized users support the development of a medium 
sized facility and incubation program.  A large facility is not warranted given current market activity and 
is not recommended based on the self-sufficiency goals of stakeholders.  A facility that is too large or has 
high overhead would be difficult to support given the lower market rates in South King County generally 
and the high share of below market rate users the program aims to serve.  By right-sizing the facility to 
the demand, incubator resources can remain focused on supporting business growth. 

Recommended core components of a facility would be: 
 Adequate space for 4 or more cook/prep stations with commercial grade kitchen equipment 
 Adequate cold and dry storage for 25-30 client companies  
 Teaching/office space for classes and consultations 

A facility size of approximately 3,000-4,000SF would be best for a kitchen, storage and a small office. Co-
location with a facility that offers larger meeting or gathering spaces for classroom or community 
activities on an ad hoc basis would be ideal.  If classroom space is not available then additional space 
may be needed. 

Facility design should aim to maximize utilization of the space through multiple stations and a carefully 
designed, modular layout that allows some areas to be used for multiple uses, such as prep work and 
demonstration classes. While a community dining and gathering area is desirable, it is not clear how that 
space would be supported financially and other existing community facilities may be able to meet these 
needs. Similarly, co-location with a retail space would be beneficial to client companies but is not 
essential to the program at this stage.  A retail component also presents operational challenges that may 
detract from establishing a strong incubation program.  

If sufficient demand warranted expansion down the road, multiple locations may be preferable to one 
large facility.  Multiple facilities with proximity to different population centers in South County would 
likely better serve the area’s dispersed population and reduce traffic barriers to facility utilization.  
Specialized facilities, such as co-packing/contract manufacturing services, retail/food service, or a secure 
food truck yard may become valuable as client companies grow.  These could be considered once a 
stable pool of anchor users is cultivated.  The Rainier Beach Food Innovation Center project may be an 
opportunity to develop complementary facilities in the region. 

The facility plans should be developed in tandem with leadership discussions. Further discussion among 
FIN stakeholders about the development opportunities, the incubator business model, and the 
operational structure will help to clarify the facility requirements. 
   

PROJECT AND STAKEHOLDER DEVELOPMENT 

 
The enduring level of participation in FIN among partners and members speaks to the dedication 
stakeholders have to the project vision. Network development continues to expand participation in the 
network and FIN partners have a demonstrated ability to engage in meaningful collaboration. This 
appears to have strengthened relationships among existing service providers and public entities. FIN’s 
success in obtaining initial funding speaks to its organizational capacity and alignment with funder’s 
goals, which strengthens the chances the project will continue to find support.  Local conditions 
supportive of project success include: 
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 Significant groundwork done by FIN and its partners in the community which has increased 
stakeholder support and established favorable development conditions.   

 Project alignment with local economic and community development goals and policies in SeaTac 
and Tukwila.  

 Outreach, training and pre-incubation programs that have started to build a pipeline of potential 
kitchen users. 

 Considerable engagement from local cities and King County and a foundation of collaboration 
between partners. 

In meetings, stakeholders expressed passion for the project and had a high level of engagement in 
project decision-making.  While the engagement structure of FIN has been positive for network 
development, it can obscure the leadership questions involved in developing and operating the 
incubator. It is unclear at this point what managing structure is desired by FIN stakeholders and what 
role partners wish to play in the facility and/or programs.  Given the number of stakeholder entities, 
there are numerous options for structuring the facility and program management.  Examples include: 

 Incorporating FIN and establishing it as the incubator sponsor. 
 Incorporating a new incubator entity with the support of FIN. 
 Developing a partnership between two or more FIN participant entities, or FIN and a partner.  
 Operating the incubator as a project of an existing FIN partner. 

Several partners have expressed interest in providing services and there is at least one partner 
interested in taking a role in facility development. FIN stakeholders expressed questions about their 
organization’s role in a future project and several felt they had limited capacity to take a leadership or 
management role. In-reach is now needed to cultivate a project leadership team and clarify 
commitments to the incubator development and operations. This work should be done in tandem with 
business model and facility planning in order to develop a feasible project vision. 
 

STAKEHOLDER DEVELOPMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
Developing stronger relationships with the food industry and business leaders in the community should 
be a focus of future outreach.  A variety of professionals could be beneficial to the network, including 
real estate developers, leaders from successful food businesses, small business owners, retail buyers, 
distributors, industry association representatives, professional service providers, and culinary school 
staff.  Some individuals may not be able to attend regular committee meetings so developing other 
engagement strategies, such as project advisory boards, may be helpful. More engagement with the 
business community would strengthen the project’s strategy and begin to build the social capital needed 
to assist clients when the program opens.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

 
Market conditions suggest there is sufficient demand to support the development of a medium sized 
shared kitchen incubator facility in the South King County area.  Market rate demand is projected to be 
moderate based upon the level of entrepreneurial activity, local food industry growth, and the limited 
supply of shared commercial kitchen space in South King County.  High interest in food entrepreneurship 
among low income, immigrant and refugee residents in the area supports the need for an incubation 
program that offers subsidized kitchen rates and services.   

Local residents with limited assets face high barriers to starting and growing businesses and would 
benefit significantly from the access to capital, education, support and market opportunities an 
incubator can provide. Given the hurdles these clients face, a moderate program size is anticipated and 
it will likely take time for many entrepreneurs to launch their businesses and for the program to be fully 
utilized. Program financial sustainability will require a combination of revenue streams and funding 
supports given the high service needs and lower rental rates that are anticipated. 

FIN is in a strong position to coordinate with existing services because of its network structure and high 
levels of partner engagement. Program planning among FIN partners should aim to further understand 
barriers and strengthen service coordination in order to improve access to existing pre-incubation, 
incubation and skill development programs. Future service expansion should focus on food industry-
specific training, technical assistance, and market-building.  Stakeholder development should aim to 
deepen relationships with the business community and grow food industry participation in the FIN 
network.   

In the next stage of planning, FIN should explore potential partnerships and identify the leadership and 
management team for the project. With the insights from this study, FIN can now work to clarify the 
business model and financial sustainability strategy for the project. This will help to refine the facility 
requirements and enable the team to cultivate development partnerships and capital funding. FINs 
investment in client outreach, stakeholder development, and collaborative planning provides a strong 
foundation for the proposed incubation program to successfully serve client needs and become an 
enduring asset to the community. 
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APPENDIX I : STUDY PARTICIPANTS 

 
 

INTERVIEW PARTICIPANTS 

 

Interviewee Organization 

Adam Taylor Global to Local 

Alanna McDonald Project Feast 

Alma Meza StartZone 

Becky Elias Seattle & King County Public Health 

Colleen Schluter SeaTac Human Services 

Dave McFadden Port of Seattle 

Derek Speck City of Tukwila   

Evie Boykan City of Tukwila Human Services 

Jeff Robinson City of SeaTac Economic Development  

Jen Chantrill Washington CASH 

Jon Kroman Pinchot University 

Julie West Seattle & King County Public Health 

Kerrie Carbary Pinchot University- Center for Inclusive Entrepreneurship 

Mike Skinner Pinchot University- Center for Inclusive Entrepreneurship 

Nathan Phillips YMCA of Greater Seattle 

Njambi Gishuru Global to Local 

Phon Sivongxay Highline College- StartZone 

Veena Prasad Project Feast 

 

FIN STEERING COMMITTEE 

 

ACTIVE   

Name Organization 

Adam Taylor Global to Local 

Becca Meredith Forterra 

Colleen Brandt-Schluter City of SeaTac 

Hannelore Makhani  YMCA of Greater Seattle -Matt Griffin YMCA 

Jeff Robinson City of SeaTac 

Jen Chantrill Ventures 

Jon Kroman Pinchot University 

Kevin Stanley Highline College 

Mike Skinner Pinchot University - Center for Inclusive Entrepreneurship 

Nathan Phillips YMCA of Greater Seattle 

Njambi Gishuru Global to Local 

Veena Prasad Project Feast 

Zac Eskenazi 
Lutheran Community Services - NW Angle Lake Family Resource 
Center 
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PAST   

Name Organization 

Brandon Gillespie Lifelong Aids Alliance 

Eric Eisenberg Swedish Health Services 

Evie Boykan City of Tukwila 

John Hoey Trust for Public Lands 

 

WORKING GROUP MEMBERS 

 

Name Organization Working Group 

Adam Taylor Global to Local Network 

Alanna McDonald Project Feast Programs & Services 

Alma Meza Highline College- StartZone Programs & Services 

Becca Meredith Forterra Facilities 

Brandon Gillespie Lifelong AIDS Alliance Facilities 

Colleen Brandt-Shluter City of SeaTac  Network 

David Sauvion Rainier Beach Moving Forward Facilities 

Eddie Swafford Providence Hospital Facilities 

Evie Boykan City of Tukwila  Programs & Services 

Jeff Robinson City of SeaTac Facilities 

Jen Chantrill Washington CASH Programs & Services 

Jessica Tupper UW student Programs & Services 

John Hoey Trust for Public Land Facilities 

John Zumsteg Directions Consulting Network 

Jon Kroman Pinchot University Network 

Julie West Public Health Seattle-King County Facilities 

Kathryn Campbell SeaTac City Council Facilities 

Kelsey Lee Attorney Programs & Services 

Margaret Major Project Feast Programs & Services 

Martin Vallen Express Credit Union Programs & Services 

Mike Skinner 
Pinchot University -Center for 
Inclusive Entrepreneurship Programs & Services 

Njambi Gishuru Global to Local Programs & Services 

Nour Chida International Rescue Committee Programs & Services 

Rich Shockley SBDC at Highline College  Facilities 

Robert Scully City of Seattle Facilities 
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COMMUNITY FOOD ADVOCATES 

 

Name Ethnicity/Country of Immigration Language 

Egigayehu Dulume Ethiopian Amharic & Tigrinya  

Elaine Brand Caucasian American English 

Floribert Hegwa Congolese French 

Jaqueline Garcia Castillo Mexican Spanish 

Musolina Osman Somalian Somali, Kizigua 

Sheelan Shamdeen Iraqi Kurdish & Arabic 

Zozan Shamdeen Iraqi Arabic 

 

PROJECT FEAST APPRENTICES 

 

Project Feast Apprentices  Ethnicity/Country of Immigration Language 

Inna Stetsenko Russian Russian 

Susana Ramierez  Mexican Spanish 

Taghreed Ibrahim Iraqi Arabic 

Yngrid Solis Mexican Spanish 
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APPENDIX II:  SURVEY QUESTIONS 

 
FOOD BUSINESS OWNER SURVEY 

 
Please fill out if you currently own or are interested in owning a food business 

 
We would like to hear about your needs to successfully start and own a food business. Your answers will help us 
figure out the right kind of programming, training and commercial kitchen facilities needed in the community. You 
can have someone help you fill out the survey. This survey is anonymous and is not required. We do not ask for your 
name or contact info.  
 
1. What zipcode do you live in? _________________________  

2. What is your preferred language? _______________________  

3. How many people live in your home? __________________  

4. I am: ___ Female ___ Male  

5. Have you worked in a food business in the US or other countries? ___ Yes ___ No  

6. If so, what kind of work did you do?  
___ Cooking or preparing food  
___ Working in a grocery store / retail food market  
___ Serving food  
___ Owned a food business Type:_________________________  
___ Washing dishes/cleaning  
___ Other: ___________________________________________  

7. Do you currently work or have a job? ___ Yes ___ No  

8. If you work (or are employed), what is your job(s)? __________________________________  

9. Do you currently own a food business? ___ Yes ___ No  

10. If yes, how many years? ___________ What is the business? _______________________  

11. What type of business do you own or plan to own? (Choose top 3 answers)  
___ Catering  
___ Restaurant/ café / deli  
___ Vendor at farmers markets and events  
___ Bakery  
___ Food distributor / delivery  
___ Organic/ natural food market  
___ Retail/ Grocery  
___ Food processor  
___ At-home (cottage) food business  
___ Food truck / food cart  
___ Franchise  
___ Farm / urban farm  
___ Other: ____________________________________________________________________  

12. What products are you interested in making and selling? (Choose top 3 answers)  
___ Catered or delivered meals  
___ Baked goods/ Breads/ Cakes / Desserts  
___ Frozen foods  
___ Dried foods, mixes or spices  
___ Cheeses or other dairy products  
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___ Wholesale packaged foods  
___ Packaged meat or fish products  
___ Canned, bottled or preserved foods (jams, sauces, pickles)  
___ Other: ____________________________________________________________________________  

13. Who are you looking to sell to? (check all that apply)  
___ Direct to customers  
___ Distributors  
___ Farmers markets customers  
___ Processors  
___ Retailers  
___ Not sure/ I’m still looking for my first customers  

14. Do you plan to run the business part-time or full-time? ___ Part-time ___ Full-time  
 
15. Do you hope to expand the business or keep it small? ___ Grow the business ___ Keep it small  

16. Do you have access to a commercial kitchen? ___ Yes ___ No  

17. If yes, do you rent or own? ___ Rent ___ Own  

18. How many hours per month do you use or plan to use a commercial kitchen? __________________  

19. Could you afford $20 per hour to rent a commercial kitchen? ___ Yes ___ No  

20. What are the main challenges you face starting or growing a food business in the US? (Choose top 3)  
___ Access to a kitchen or facility  
___ Not enough money to start business  
___ Legal questions 
___ Access to special equipment  
___ Business/management skills  
___ Technical expertise  
___ Licensing / permitting issues  
___ Lack of customers/ finding customers  
___ Language (ESL) skills  
___ Other: ______________________________________________________________________________  

21. What training or resources would help you? (Choose top 5 answers)  
___ Cooking/culinary/ food service skills  
___ Getting permits and licenses  
___ Pricing  
___ Packaging and labeling  
___ Making a business plan  
___ Farming skills  
___ Food safety/ sanitation  
___ Management skills  
___ Language (ESL) classes  
___ Finding a commercial kitchen and equipment  
___ Hiring/ becoming an employer  
___ Child care for when I’m at work or trainings  
___ How to test and scale recipes / process products  
___ Financial services and assistance  
___ Transportation to get to work or trainings  
___ Marketing / branding  
___ Other: __________________________________________  

22. What type of assistance would work best for you?  
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___ One-on-one business counseling  
___Webinars/online classes  
___ Mentoring  
___ Classroom training/workshops  
___ Peer learning groups  
___ Networking  
___ Other: ________________________________________________________________  

23. What is your annual household income?  
___ under $15,000  
___ $15,000-$24,999  
___ $25,000-$34,999  
___ $35,000-$49,999  
___ $50,000-$74,000  
___ above $75,000  
___ Not sure  

24. Do you use a bank (a checking or savings account)? ___ Yes ___ No  

25. Do you have financial goals you would like assistance or help with? 
___ Opening a bank account or credit card  
___ Learning how to get a loan or line of credit  
___ Learning to budget  
___ Understanding how to manage business finances  
___ Saving money  
___ Other: ________________________________  

26. Have you tried to get a loan to start a business or for your existing business?  
___ Yes and I got it.  
___ Yes and I was denied. Why: ___________________________________________________  
___ No because I don’t know where or how to get it.  
___ No and I’m not interested in a loan.  
___ No because I can’t find a Sharia-compliant loan.  
___ Other: ____________________________________________________________________  

27. If you could access a loan for your business, how much would you need?  
___ Yes. I would need $ ______  
___ Maybe, need to learn more  
___ Yes. I don’t know how much.  
___ Not interested  
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APPENDIX III:  FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS 

 
ASPIRING ENTREPRENEUR FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS 

 

Ice Breaker: In one word, please share what you love about working with food. 
1. Introduction/Products:  

Welcome, please tell us briefly what kinds of food products you make that you’d like to sell. 

2. Business Type:  

Who do you think your customers will be and where would you like to sell your food products?  

Who do you want to sell your food to? 

3. Motivations and Goals:  

What interests you in starting a food business? Why do you want to start a food business? 

When you imagine having a successful business, what does that look like for you? 

Do you plan to have anyone else work in your business with you?  

4. Readiness:  

What have you done so far to start your business? 

What do you think is your next step? 

5. Challenges:   

What is making it difficult to start your business?  What challenges do you face? 

6. Financial Barriers:  

Can you tell us about the financial barriers you face starting your business? 

Do you know how much money you would need to start your business? 

Do you have ideas about how you will fund your business? Have you looked for any funding?  

What kind of assistance would help you? 

7. Facilities: 

Where would you like to make the food you sell? Why would that would work best for you? 

Where would be a convenient commercial kitchen location? 

If you rented a commercial kitchen do you know how much you could afford to pay?  

8. Assistance: 

Focus Group Objectives: 

 Understand more about the motivations and goals of people interested in starting or 

expanding/formalizing a food business. 

 Learn about their strengths, needs, the barriers they face in getting started.  

 Incorporate their suggestions and ideas for overcoming the challenges they face. 

 Collect qualitative information about their products, target markets and sales channels. 
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If we could offer you support in starting your business, what would be most helpful? 

Have you had any assistance in starting your business? What was your experience? 

9. Skills and Strengths: What do you feel are your greatest strengths when it comes to running a business? 
(Examples: understanding what my customer wants, making great food, selling my product, being a great host, 
marketing and branding, managing employees, managing business finances, working hard to succeed). 

10. Closing Question:   

Is there anything you would like to share that we haven’t talked about? 
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APPENDIX IV: LICENSING AND PERMIT FEE SUMMARY 

 
 
WA STATE INCORPORATION FEES 
Washington licensing fees vary depending on the business type with sole proprietorships charged $22 and limited 
liability companies $200. 
 
CITY BUSINESS LICENSE FEES 
SeaTac business license fees for small businesses with less than 50 employees is $250 annually.  Tukwila business 
license fees for small businesses are based upon the number of full-time equivalent (FTE) employees as 
determined by the number of hours worked in the business. A business with the equivalent of one FTE hours 
charged is $67 and a business with 5 FTE would pay $335. Penalties apply if a business is found to be operating 
before receiving a permit. 

 
FOOD PERMIT AND LICENSING FEES 
Food Worker Card: Food worker cards can be obtained through online and in person classes and testing for $10. 

FOOD PROCESSOR LICENSE 
The Washington State Department of Agriculture licenses food businesses who sell wholesale or online as well as 
those that fall outside of County licenses, or sell special food products regulated by WSDA.  Food Processor permits 
are the least expensive permit option and are currently $92 per year for businesses with less than $50,000 in sales. 

 
COTTAGE FOOD PERMIT 
The WSDA also administers the cottage food permits which allow certain products to be made in a home kitchen 
and sold directly to customers.  Cottage Food Permit fees are $230 annually with sales revenues capped at 
$25,000.  Adding additional products will incur additional fees including a $25 application fee and $75 health 
review fee and a possible $125 additional inspection fee. 

 
KING COUNTY PUBLIC HEALTH LICENSING FEES 
The Food Protection Program administered by the County Public Health Department administers permits for retail 
food establishments in King County, including restaurants, caterers, grocery stores, school cafeterias and mobile 
food vehicles.  Food protection program fees are based on several factors including the risk classification of the 
operation, construction involved and the permanent or seasonal nature of the business.  At a minimum the annual 
fees are approximately $380 and at the higher end the fees can run close to $1100.  Caterer permit fees are 
between $493 and $795 while mobile food fees are roughly $519-$1070. Fees are prorated for applications 
received in the last quarter of the year.  Penalties of 50% may be applied if a business is found to be operating 
without a permit. 
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APPENDIX V: EXISTING SERVICES 

 

 

Entrepreneur-
ship and/or 
Small 
Business 
Support 

Workforce 
Training, 
Job 
Placement, 
and/or 
Work 
Experience 

Micro-
finance 
and Loans 

Financial 
Services 
and/or 
Education 

Food 
Systems 
and/or 
Urban 
Agriculture 

Culinary/ 
Food 
Industry and 
Food Safety  

Refugee 
Resettlement, 
Support, 
and/or 
Outreach 

Health and 
Nutrition 
Education 
and/or 
Services 

 
 
 
Legal 
Services 
 

Art Institute of 
Seattle 

         

Asian 
Counseling and 
Referral 
Services 

                

 

BECU          

Community 
Capital 
Development 

                
 

Community 
Sourced 
Capital 

                
 

Craft Three                  
Evergreen 
Business 
Capital 

        
 

Express Credit 
Union 

                 

FareStart                  

Forterra          

Global to Local                  

Goodwill                  

Harborstone 
Credit Union 

                
 

Highline 
College: 
Startzone, 
SBDC and 
Urban 
agriculture 

                

 

Impact 
Washington 

         

International 
Rescue 
Committee 

                
 

JumpStart 
Fund 

         

Lutheran 
Community 
Services 

                
 

Mercy Corps                  
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Entrepreneur-
ship and/or 
Small 
Business 
Support 

Workforce 
Training, 
Job 
Placement, 
and/or 
Work 
Experience 

Micro-
finance 
and Loans 

Financial 
Services 
and/or 
Education 

Food 
Systems 
and/or 
Urban 
Agriculture 

Culinary/ 
Food 
Industry and 
Food Safety  

Refugee 
Resettlement, 
Support, 
and/or 
Outreach 

Health and 
Nutrition 
Education 
and/or 
Services 

 
 
 
Legal 
Services 
 

Minority 
Business 
Development 
Center (MBDC) 

        

 

Multi Service 
Center 

                 

Neighborhood 
House, 
Financial 
Empowerment 
Center 

                

 

Northwest 
Agricultural 
Business 
Center 

        

 

NW Food 
Processors 
Association 
(Portland) 

        

 

OSU Food 
Innovation 
Center 
(Portland) 

        

 

Pinchot 
University: 
Center for 
Inclusive 
Entrepreneurs
hip 

                

 

Project Feast                  
Rainier Valley 
Community 
Development 
Fund  

        

 

Refugee 
Women’s 
Alliance 

                
 

Renton 
Technical 
College 

        
 

SCORE          

Seattle Central 
College 

                
 

Seattle Food 
Truck Alliance 

        
 

Seattle Tilth                  

Small Business 
Administration 
(SBA) 
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Entrepreneur-
ship and/or 
Small 
Business 
Support 

Workforce 
Training, 
Job 
Placement, 
and/or 
Work 
Experience 

Micro-
finance 
and Loans 

Financial 
Services 
and/or 
Education 

Food 
Systems 
and/or 
Urban 
Agriculture 

Culinary/ 
Food 
Industry and 
Food Safety  

Refugee 
Resettlement, 
Support, 
and/or 
Outreach 

Health and 
Nutrition 
Education 
and/or 
Services 

 
 
 
Legal 
Services 
 

South Seattle 
Community 
College 

                
 

Ventures 
(formerly WA 
CASH) 

                
 

WA Access 
Fund 

         

WA 
Association for 
Food 
Protection 

        

 

WA Food 
Industry 
Association 
(Olympia) 

        

 

WA State Food 
Truck 
Association 

        
 

WA Restaurant 
Association 
(Olympia) 

        
 

WA Small 
Business 
Development 
Center 
(WSBDC) 

        

 

WSU Food 
Technology 
Center 

        
 

YWCA                  
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APPENDIX VI : MINORITY BUSINESS OWNERSHIP IN SOUTH KING COUNTY 

 
 

  Auburn Burien 
Des 
Moines 

Federal 
Way 

Kent Renton SeaTac Tukwila 

Total Firms 5,068 2,998 2,316 6,419 8,094 6,094 1,936 2,575 

Black-
owned 
firms 

1.9% 4.3% 4.6% 5.2% 3.9% 6.3% 10.7% 14.1% 

Asian-
owned 
firms 

11.4% Unavailable Unavailable 17.6% 14% 18.1% 24.4% 12.8% 

Hispanic-
owned 
firms 

3.1% 7.8% Unavailable 4.6% 3.7% Unavailable Unavailable 3.4% 

Native 
American- 
and Alaska-
Native-
owned 
firms 

1.5% 1.5% Unavailable 0.5% 1.1% Unavailable Unavailable 1.6% 

Native 
Hawaiian 
and Other 
Pacific 
Islander 

Unavailable 1.8% Unavailable Unavailable Unavailable Unavailable Unavailable Unavailable 

Source: US Census Bureau, city “Quickfacts” based on the 2007 Economic Census: Survey of Business Owners 


